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PREFACE
This is an interim report of the LLL effort on NASA Contract No. C-13980-C, NASA-Lewis Research
Center, R. E Lark, Project Manager, covering the period from 1974 through 1976 The objective of this effort is to
develop high-performance, lightweight, filament wound, composite pressure vessels. Thts :6chp.¢logy is valuable to
the NASA Space Shuttle Programs and to many potential commercial ventures.
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ltlGH-PERFOR, NCE FIBER/
EPOXY COMPOSITE PRESSURE VESSELS
ABSTRACT
During the 1974-1976 report period our principal efforts were. directed in the
following areas:
• Determining the applicability of an ultrahigh-strength graphite fiber to composite pressure
vessels.
• Defining the fatigue performance of thin-titanium-lined, high-strength graphite/epoxy
pressure vessels.
• Selecting epoxy resin systems suitable for filament winding.
• Studying the fatigue life potential of Kevlai 49/epoxy pressure vessels.
• Developing polymer lir_ers for composite pressure vessels.
The fiber performance and potential as a reinforcement for composites of the Thornel
Special graphite fiber were evaluated by testing fiber/epexy strands. Properties determined were
fiber unifi)rmity, strength and modulus at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures, stress-strain he-
havior, effect of strain rate on fiber strength, and acoustic emission during tensile loading to fail-
ure. The Thornel Special graphite fiber was found to have a 3570-MPa failure stress, a 1.7c_ fail-
ure strain, a 206-GPa modulus, and a 1.77-Mg/m :_density at 27 C. Low temperature and various
strain rates appear to have no signifxant effect on fiber ten:ale properties.
Wc then used this graphite fiber in a program to develop thin-metal-lined fiber/epoxy
pressure vessels with fatigue lives greater than 1000 load cycles. The performance factor of the
composite (burst pressure × vessel voh,,ne + composi0e mass) was found to be 351 kPa" m:_/kg.
Both aluminum-lined and titanium-lin._d pressure vessels were then filament wound with the
graphite fiber in an epoxy matrix. By subjecting vessels to hydraulic cyclic fatigue testing to
about 50'/, of the expected burst pressure, the average fatigue lives of the aluminum-lined and
titanium-lined vessels were determined to be 462 and 2190 cycles, respectively.
We also conducted a study to formulate and select a state-of-the- _rt epoxy resin for _et
filament winding. Pressure vessels using the high-modulus, high-stren[.,t'.| Kevlar 49 fiber were
wound with ten different epoxy systems. We determined fiber strand strength, shear strength, and
vessel performance fiw the different epoxies. On the basis of processihility, neat resin properties,
and vessel pcrfiwmancc, an epoxy system based on the rubber-modified hisphenol F resin, diluted
with vinylcyclohcxanc dioxide, and cured w!th mixed aromatic amines wa,; found to yield overall
perfi_rmancc °:omparal_le to the epoxy system based on the bisphcnol A resin, diluted with
his(2,3-epoxycyclopcntyl)ether.
Next, wc attempted to develop fatigue-resistant polymer liners fiw pressure ves._els to
contain nitrogen gas at room temperature. The nitr._gen permeability of chlorobutyl rubber sheet,
coated with Saran, Parylcnc C. or I_th, was determined in flat specimens. Four IO-cn|-diameter,
cylindrical Kcvlar 49/epoxy pressure vessels wcrc finbricaled with chlorohutyl rubber liners
c_aled with the polymers. These vessels wcrc pressurized with nitrogen gas and then valved off to
ahmt 65_'; ( I 1.7 MPa) of the expected failure pressure. One vessel leaked: the other three showed
an average pressure loss of less than I'_ per month.
The cyclic filtigue life of Kcvlar/epoxy pressure vessels also was determined. Twenty.
live vessc!s were pressurized internally until they burst. Twenty-live vessels were tested under
sinu_fi_lal cycling at I Hr., between 4'/r and 91'/r of the mean burst pressure. Twenty-five more
vesselsweretestedbetween4c_and91c_ of mean burst strength with a rectangular pressure pulse
at 0.33 Hz. A few vessels also were tested for stress-rupture at the 91c_ load level. Cyclic fatigue
was found to depend on the time spent at pe_ load and on the number of stress cycles.
We fabricated Kevlar 49/epoxy and graphite fiber/epoxy pressure vessels, 10.2 cm in
diameter, some with aluminum liners and some with alternating layers of rubber and polymer. To
determine liner performance, we s'tbjected vessels to gas permeation tests, fatigue cycling, and
burst tests, measuring composite performance, fatigue life, and leak rates. Both the metal and the
rubber/polymer liner performed well. Next, we fabricated proportionately larger pressure vessels
(20.3 and 38 _ in diameter) and subjected them to the same tests. In these larger vessels, we en-
countered liner le',d(age problems with both liners: the causes of the leaks were identified and
some solutions to such liner problems are recommended. However. we have yet to produce a suc-
cessful, large-scale, polymer-lined pressure vessel.
PART 1. ULTRAHIGH-STRENGTH GRAPHITE FIBER FOR
PRESSURE VESSEL APPLICATIONS
Properties of Graphite Fiber
We have examined the performance of an ultra-
high-strength, low-density graphite fiber that is being
considered for filament wound pressure vessels de-
signed for possible space shuttle applications. A poly-
acrylonitrile (PAN) based graphite fiber (Thornel
Special) is available by special order: the properties
claimed by the manufacturer, Union Carbide Corlx)ra-
tion, appeared very attr_-tive for tensile-critical appli-
cations. Therefore, we thoroughly characterized this
fiber in fllxr/epoxy comlx,sites from an engineering
point of view We determined fiber uniformity, various
tensile properties, stress-rupture behavior, fiber pro-
cessibility in the filament winding pr_gess, and per-
formance of the fiber in pressure vessels.
Fiber Characterization
The Thornel Special graphite fiber i_ made from
a single-end, 1500-filamcnt PAN precur_)r. The ele-
mental analysis is carbon 88.59";. hydrogen 0.30';,
nitrogen 7.609';. chlorine 3.00q. ash ().(W_, and
oxygen 0.47'; (by difference). The fiber ,_trand i_
slightly twisted, a'proximately 0.15 turns/era. Average
fiber density, determined from three tesls where II1,:
fiber was immersed in kerosene and compared again,,! a
calibrated quart,, standard, is 1.77 Mg/m _ at 23 C. In
many way,,, this graphite fiber i,, ,,imilar to the com-
mercially available Tl_wnel 4(X) graphite fiber, al_
from the Unkm Carbide Coqmration.
Thirfy spools of graphite fiber were selected from
_veral batche:,. W_. Im_k Ihree 2.54-m-long specimen_
from each spool and checked the weight variation of
the fiber strands. Figure I is a summary of these data
in denier (g/9000 m). The equivalent cross-sectional
area of the fiber _trands was calculated using the fiber
density and the average fiber mass of the three speci-
mens from each spool. The results are shown in Fig. 2
The 3.5',; coefficient of variation (CV) is considered
small. The average cross-sectional area of 4.022 x
IO-* cm" can be used fi)r converting tensile load to fiber
stress in mo_t engineering c'dculalions.
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The Matrix System
We u_d a n_m-tcmperalure-curable el_)xy sys-
tem, DER 332"/Jeffamine T-403 (100/36 parts hy
weight), throughout tbe study. The pure resin system,
when gelled at ambient temperature overnight and
cured at 74'C for 3 tL has a typical tensile rupture
strength of 75.2 MPa. a rupture elongation of 5',;. and
a modulus of 3.4 GPa. We hast previously studied this
resin system in detail. _
Fiber/Epoxy Strands
We used epoxy-impregnated fiber strand speci-
mens to determine the tep:,ilc properties of the graphite
fiber. Over 5000 comg4)sile strands (appn,)ximately 180
fiber strands fn,r., each Sl_)ol) were fabricated using a
vacuum filar_ent winding process. From a random
Sl_)ol of ill'jr, we made almost 2000 more cOral,)site
specimen, to study the effect of strain rate and liquid
nitn)gen temperature on fiber tensile strength. Simi-
lar strand specimens al_ arc being used to check tbe
_trcss-ruplurc behavior of the fiber come,site. The
strands were. impregnated with the epoxy system de-
_ribed ahwc and cured fldlo_mg the ,,ame ,,chedulc.
We determined tbe fiber ',olume conlenl of IO fiber/
el_lxy strands ,,elected randomly fn)m each group of
180 specimens. The fiber conlcnt of Ihes¢ strands
a_cragcd 64.2 vol';, _ilh a CV of X.7';. The fiber
filament shape_ are sho_n in Fig. 3.
Using a 25.4-cm gage length, we teMcd tbe tensile
strength of the strands ill a c(m,,tanl crosshead speed
of I cm/min _ith a simple clamping arrangement.
Fig..L PlN4qrmph of fiber fUameut_dUapes.
Our machine compliance was measured by varying
tbe gage length of tbe specimens. We used over 500
strand specimens to study the stress-strain behavior
of the Thornel Special graphite fin r. Figure 4 shows
a typical sm..ss-strain curve: the ord;,)ate indicates only
the fiber stress." not the compo, ire stress. The dis-
trib_tion of the fiber fat.lure propt "ties as well as the
fiber modulus are summarized in ! ;g. 5. The average
fiber properties--a failure stress of .,570 MPa. a failure
strain of I.Tf;;. and a modulus of 206 GPa--are truly
om,,tanding among graphite fibers. However. the data
_'atte,', as indicated by a CV greater than 9_. is unde-
sirah!y high.
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The effect of low temperature on fiber strength
was determined by immersing composite strand speci-
mens directly into liquid nitrogen.. We used a 12.?-cm
gage length in this study• On the basis of tests per-
formed at room temperat,re and liquid nitrogen tem-
perature (Table I), it is apparent that temperature over
this range does not affect the fiber tensile properties.
The effect of strain rate on the fiber tensile proper-
ties is of interest to many re,archers. Table 2 shows
such data bawd on strand specin+_.,zs from the spool of
fiber used for the previous tests• The strain rate effect.
if any, is minimal. We note that the minimal effects of
strain rate and liquid nitrogen temperature are consis-
tent with our previous data on many "advanced fibers. :_,_
lhbk i. Tensile prop _tics of Thornel Special graphite fiber/epoxy strands at room and Ikluid nitrogen
temperatures: SO and , _cimens, all made rron_ a single spool of fiber, were tested el room and liquid
nitrogen temperatures, r¢ ectively.
Room t+ml_rater_. I.kluid Mlmllell
Properly _l "C lemperatun, - IgI_C
&'_'rmlWteitlk rtm_twe stnm
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Iqlxw Ixhdm at 0.SOSztrallm, GI% ¢CV, ¢_)
R_mtmmmdralm, _ ICV, _._
.llLflt 14.1) _ IT.S)
13.1) 201 IS.4)
1.8 (S.2) 1.9 19.6)
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Table 2. Strain rate effect on the tensile properties of Thornel Special graphite 6her/epoxy strands (10 speci-
mens tested at each strain rate).
SlrMm race,irm-'
l?rl I.gS x I0- l?r/ x im-t l?Jr/x 14-:_ IJrl x j-,
Rvlm4m'e dml,
Mill (C¥, '_)
Seauml medvlm
m e.$"_ draim,
Gh ICY, _)
RVl_mmre draM,
qk (CK %)
3860 ($.6) NIa0 (4.0) _ (7.4) _ (4.1) 3(40 (2.5)
u
g w
)El (I.l) N (2.2) NO (2.1)
I.? (8.2) 1.7 (S.t) 1.7 (3.S)
In searching for a nondestructive test to study the
faihJre of fiber composites, we found that acoustic
emission (AE) monitoring is most promising. We
tested 30 graphite fiber/epoxy strands under tensile
loading using AE monitoring. A typical plot of AE
vs fiber stress is shown in Fig. 6. The signal counts
are associated mainly with fiber failures. As indicated
in Fig. 6, no fiber damage was detected until the ap-
plied Io'_ exceeded 1380 MPa, approximately one-
third the ultimate fiber failure stress.
We also studied the long-term performance (stress-
rupture) of the Thornel Special graphite fiber/epoxy
strands. We took another 100 specimens made from
the spool of fiber used previously and loaded them
to 90"_ of the average fiber failure stress. The limited
data show that this graphite fiber/epoxy composite
is superior to other _omposite systems, such as aramid
fiber/epoxy and S-glass/epoxy.
Applicatioas of Graphite Fiber
to Pressure Vessels
Basis for Study
The development of high-strength fibers and the
filament-winding process has made possible the manu-
facture of high-performance filament wound uom-
posite pressure vessels. These vessels often have a
composite performance factor (i.e., failure pressure
x volume ÷ mass) at least double that of titanium
vessels. Because pressurizing a composite vessel
causes the matrix to crack, unlined composi;¢ vessels
are permeable even to liquids. To overcome this prob-
lem, the usual manufacturing technique is to filament-
wind the fiber/epoxy composite over a metal line:.
The liner acts as a bladder and prevents leakage of the
fluid stored in the pressure vessel, the filament over.
wrap provides the necessary strength. This technique
has been most successful fo; applications where fatigue
loading is not severe.
A lightweight filament wound pressu_ vessel is
appealing to the NASA Space Shuttle program. One
application requires the containment of gases at room
temperature plus a minimum vessel fatigue life greater
than !(_00 cycles. To date, lightweight, thin metal lined
composite pressure vessels have not met the lifetime
requirement for two basic rer,sons. First, during each
pressure cycle, the metal liner yields and experiences
significant plastic deformation both on pressurization
_md on depressurization. Significant plastic deforma-
tion leads to poor fatigue life in metals. Thus, after rela-
tively few cycles, cracks develop in the metal liner and
the pressure vessel leaks. These cracks occur most
often in the liner welds or weld regions because the
weld strength is usually less than that of the parent
metal. Second, for very thin liners, failure of the ad-
hesive bond between the metal liner and the composite
allows the liner to buckle on depressurization. Because
of this repeated buckling, the liner cracks usually after
only a tew more cycles.
To overcome these fatigue life problems, we in-
corporated several new concepts into our pressure
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vessels.First,weusedthe experimental, faidy high-
modulu,., ultrahish-stmngth Ttvx_l Special graph_
ii_or. A_oqh n high-modulus fiber would greatly al-
leviate the metal liner woblem, the commercially
available _gh-modulus Ithers Lack the streq_Of the
glm _ aramd fdmm. Our cho_ d the Thomel Spe-
ciaJ gtlphite 6her wgs the best avaiJable compeontJse.
SecouO, we useda metal liner with u high yiekl stgeqth,
kt de plmic de_ ,)Ca hiSb-
yiekl-meqdt liner would. _ be as seve_, as with
Iower-yield-mwqr& metal. T*',_'J, ",vcused a nmd_r-
_ liner lather dun am ul_.'_n liner so that
buckliq ,esismnce ofdu: iina" wo_ not d_qul
so heavily on minUtninS the inz_prky _f dz lina-
to-composite boB,|. The iacreas.-d liner thickness
also would help ixovide better dimc'nsional control of
the liner during mact_ining and welding. Fourth, we
made as few welds as possible and used metal !iner
materials with weld-regio,_ yield strength as close as
possible to the yield strength of the parent metal.
Wimliq Study of Grapldte Fiber/Epoxy
PreMure Vemeb*
We fabricated a number of 10.2-cm-diamcte:.
chlorobutyl-mbber-lined pressure vessels to determ';ne
the composite and fiber performance of our v_ssel
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design (see Fig. 7). After testing some preliminary
vessel designs, we defined our winding pattern and
wound 18 vessels on a numerically controlled winding
machine. The epoxy system used was XD 7818 (Dow
Chemical Co.) with Jeffamine T-403. During winding,
the fiber/epoxy impregnation operation was conducted
inside a vacuum chamber held at q)proximntely 6.58 lag
we used a constant 4.$-N winding tension.
The details of the winding pattern, cure, and
vessel performance are given in Table 3. The vessels
were hydraulically burst with oil at a constant pres-
surization rate of 6.9 MPa/min using a feedback con.
trol system. Figure 8 shows the pressure vs deformation
curves for th_,e of these vessels. The strains were
obtained from strain gages attached to the outer hoop
layer of the IWeSSUrevessels.
From these results, several points are apparent.
First, the average vessel performances are signifi-
cantly higher than we previously found for another
graphite fiber/epoxy composite, 7 where we report-
ed a graphite/epoxy vessel performance of 0.286
MPa. m'_/kg. In the present study, the average ve._l
performance factor was found to be 0.4_O MPa. m'Vkg.
This performance factor is better than that found for
$-gl._ but Jess thnn that determined for Keviar 49
Second, the data seatter in terms of vessel burst
pressure or vessel performance factor is still ra, her
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large (e.,_.. the high bur,d pre,_sure was 30.5 MPa and
the low w'as 23.0 MPa). The CV. IIt)wever, wa_, 8.6_'6,
which is le_s than the CV for the graphite fil'_r/epoxy
_trands (9.3G).
Metal-Lined Graphite Fiber/Epoxy Vessels
next m'.KJe metal-lined fiher/epoxy pressure
_essels 10.2 cm in diameter. The 0.0St-era-thick liner.,,
w er_ machined from annealed bar stt_'k with intesral
fittings. For comparative purpo._,,, liners wen: m'_
tn_m 508r_ -',luminum and fn_m 6AI-4V litaniun,. Figure
_h,w_ !he liner th.,_ign. The liner halves wen: elec-
tron-lx_am hull welded with very clo_e hderances on
weld paramcter_ (e.g., dn_p thnmgh, channeling, n_l
p,r,_ily). During eledrun-_am _elding, aluminum
or titanium ,'ing_ were blinded in pl_e and w'crc not
removed during te_ting.
Six liner_ wcrc made fr.m e_.'h metal. Hot'ore
winding, all 12 liner_ wcrc gla_-Ix'ad hla_tcd. _apor
dcgrea_ed with tri_'hlorocth) lone. _nd then _'o:,tcd with
? h_ 4 g of adhcq_e. TM, rt,un.lcmwrature-curabl c
ep-x) adhesive wa_ I),w Xl) 7._75.t12/l:)t,w I)ER
7._2/amino-eth) lethamflaminc (Xqll20tll.9). The _c',-
,,el,, wcrc then filament wound over IM.. metal liner_
using the _amc techniques and clx)x), as were u_d h_r
the rubber liners. E._._ntially the same winding pattern
wa._ u._d for Ix_h the metal ",rod rublxr liners, except
for a slight modification in the number of h,_ g wind.
ings. This mt_lification _'as m',_Ic in an attetr,_t to
COml_nsale for lhe partial lo',xl-l_aring char_ter of the
: 140ram -_J
70 mm I _ Electron-beam
Irll
0.51 ± 0.05
mm
T_k bond
with epoxy
l'llt. _. Deslp of the metal maldr_l im, d to wJod the llI.Z._m.
dlmm_r _ temeh.
,j
metal liners. One vessel of each type was _ound and
tested. After this, a further modification was made in
the winding pattern for the relnainder of the vessels.
Tables 4 and 5 give the details of the winding patterns
and vessel weights of these aluminum- and titanium-
lined pressure vessels.
One titanium-lined .and one aluminum-lined vessel
were burst tested (following the same technique as used
for the rubber-lined vessels) to (;stablish the ap-
proximate average burst pressure. The performance
factor based on total vessel mass, was 0.155
MPa'malkg for the titanium-lined vessels and 0.1i5
MPa. ma/kg for the aluminum-lined vessels. Figure I0
shows typical pressure vs strain curves obtained during
these burst tests. The strain gages again were bonded [o
the outer hoop wraps. The remaining vessels were then
proof tested to 50c7cof the expected burst pressure. Typ-
ical strain vs pressure curves of these proof tests are
_hown in Fig. II.
After the proof tests, the vessels were hy-
draulic'ally cycled at 0.33 Hz _ith a sinu._)idal pressure
w , :l failure t_:curred. The peak cyclic pressure
v . of the expected _e_,s.:l burst pres_,ure.During
cy_.,., e, the minimum prcs,,,,rc _'as 4c_, (aluminum-
lined v_:s,,el_,)and 3++ (titanium-lined ve_,.,,el_,)of the
peak pressures. Tables fl and 7 summarize the burst
pressures, test le_el,,, cyclic li_e,,, and failure._ fiw each
test. The aluminum-lined vessels (Table fl) had an ,_ver-
age cyclic Ill'e of 462 cycles (Iov, of 55 cycle,, and high
1.4
1.2
///:/ d
0 10 20 30 40
Pressure, MPa
Fig. tO. Pn.s_re _s _traia cur_e_ for t.Vpicml litudvm-liHd aid
aluminum.lined Thoruel ,¢_aecial gnaphite fiber/epoxy _re
_e_is, tO.2 cm in diameter: _ curtes denote tNamium.lined
vessel malts, dashed cur_e_ denote aluminum-lined vex_l re-
_ults, and the x poiW_ denwte _e_el failure_.
"Fable 4. Winding pattern and fabrication d.qta for Thornel Special graphite fiber/epoxy ,_vessels lined with
0.5-ram-thick aluminum SM6 (vessel volume a constant 0.965 × 10 -:_m:_),
_te_l No.
All _t'_h ('S-36 CS-37 CS-M CS-.W _ Y_III'. (.'S-4'7
cW
tkkkams, ram: Imp O._
ioqitudinal 0.74
,Mann,kit: toladve_el" O.I?_I O.l?t_P 0.1774 0.1'9111 0.1770 O.IGS_;
compeedt_ 0.069_ 0.0666 0.0440 0.0619 0.0689 0.0"7112
fiber O.04r_? 0.0519 0.0541 0.0_$$ 0.0_$4 0.0600
oee bo_ 0.0125
xdl_e coating O.M2 to 0.004
Fiber cmNmt. _,o1_ 74.4 "/0.3 ?0,II M.2 ?3.4 N.O
U_ed_l m_q0_,dk,tt n._
Wh0diqt pettern 36-1rand. cio_ed
Hoop-to-ioulgNudblaJ
llher ratio I.R4 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
I_tyer_lJuter_per_blgj:hoop 6 12 , 4)
Ionltitudinal 4 Inone)
Toll( w(udinlg ¢ffcuNs: Jump 99$ 947 947 N7 947 947
longitudinal IM0
Extrs reintor_meat Noee
+Ep,,_ 7 _ _y_tem: XD "/IIIII/T.M3 IINI,419 i_rt._ by weJjtbl), ge(led for 16 h xt 21 ( mtd cured for 3 h at 8WC.
"l_o.l_s deslltx.
TableS. Whdlim8patternandfabricatiom data for titandum-linNd TkornmelSpecial IPmlPhlte fiber/epoxy" ves-
sels lined wNb O.S-mm.flnk, k titanium 6AI-4V (vessel v_edume_• _e,md,,.d O._ × 10 -sm').
Vemd No.
Wd _ am: nuop e._4
Ioqo0_nOmd e.a
_: _ m,d* L_W_ La_067 e._ L_m L_ LUe2
Lo_a e._,n e.eue e.o_s._ e.e'n4 e._3e
0.qMN_I 0._ 0.MS_; 0.M_;2 0.MS2 O._
hem O._
ceaiq O.N2 b O.004
lqber cmkm, vd_ 70.$ 60.0 _ 18.9 60.2 66.6
WlndJq net8
t_8_d_d mSbo _8 U
WJmh8 pamm _-beado ¢Jeeed
fiber ratio 1.75 I._J 1.94 I._J 1.94 I.N
l.a_,rs(hOe_: koop 6 t2 + 4)
leanm_llk_ 4 (nora)
w_db_L_das: loop 94"/ 104"/ 104"/ I04"/ 104"/ 104"/
ImSftudlml IMO
Extra _hfo_emmt Nue
"Epoxyr_, _._s_den: :_i_7M8/T-4_ (HI0/49pau_ byWetllMhIlelledfoeM b M 21°C mindLured i_r 3 k at WC.
"Noadl_:_ivem_ _ _,undcempWile b her.
"l_vo-bm dles_.
of 960 cycles). The titanium-lined vessels (Table 7)had
an average cyclic life of 2190 cycles (low of 1780 cy-
cles and high of 2540 cycles). Each of the fatigue fail.
0.5
- Lc"
0.1
0
0 5 10 !5 20
Pressure,MPa
Fill. It. "t)picM Ipn,uure vs Mrah0¢urve_durb_ the flr3dtoed
¢_¢1eto _P_ of the espected faHuJ_pcemuce of tJtM_r_eed
and mluminum-titd pressure veMel,: _JJd curvH deme4e
flgsaJum-JbmdveuuJ nm4Jts, dmb_ ¢m_e, dem_ ajumJamu.
t_ed veue4 mdb.
urns was due to leakage caused by cracks in the metal
liners. Leakage was easily detected by AE monitoring.
After these tests were completed, the vessels were
cut in half for inspection. All of the cracks that led to
the fatigue failures occurred in the center welds. E,am-
ination of the liner-to-composite adhesive bond indi-
cared that this bond had retained its integrity during the
cyclic testing of both the aluminum-lined and the
titanium-lined vessels.
We were able to achieve an average c)clic life of
more than 200 cycles in the titanium-lined vessels.
the primary reason for this relatively high fatigne life
is the high strength of the titanium bladder: i.¢.. during
each cycle to the load level, the titanium liner under-
went very little plastic deformation. The cyclic pres-
sure vs ,,,train curves in Fig. II show very little plastic
deformation for the titanium.lined vessel. Conversely.
Fig. II shows that there was substantial plastic defor-
mation in the ah qinum-lined vessel. In fact. because
the aluminum.limed vessel did not load or unload elas-
tically, the aluminum liner yielded both on pressuriza-
lion and on depres.,,urization. This _me phcnomemm is
indicated in the pressure vs strain curve,_ during the
burst tests; Fig. I0 indic,des by the chanie in slope
that the titanium limer yielded at about 56r,I of the hurst
pressure whereas the aluminum liner yielded at about
20';_ of the burst pressure. Thus a low fatiLtue life h)r
the aluminum-limed vessels must he expected.
9
,/
Table 6. Burst pressure and cyclic fatigue for 5086 aluminum.liued Thoruel Special graphite fiber/epoxypressure vessels.
Vessel No.
Data CS-36 CS-37 CS-38 CS-30 C__._._ CS-47-
i .
u_| aui
pressure, MPa 29.82 21.24
Fatigue life at -- -- 2S.S2
58_ load level,
cycles
-- $$ 372 960
Failure
location" F F W _ W
Performance factor, F
TVM (TVM.I),' 0.113 0.116 __
MPa- m:Vkg 10.121) (0,124) -- 0.1418
_rain at failure, (0.161)
_: hoop
uhd _ -- -- -- 0.N
-- 0.58
_rain at S0¢_ load
level, %: hoop
-- 0.$1 _ 0.43 __
axiai
-- 0.40 __ 0.37 __
"Wf-J" _, dlrn_n_les; _tkNable test.
"F = king failure, W = weld failure.
' Performance factors based on total vessel mass (TVM) and total vessel mass minus the mass of one boss (TVM.I).
Qualitative correlation can bc made between the
present fatigue data and the fully reversed, uniaxial
fati_.ue data for titanium and aluminum. Reference 8
gives a titanium (6AI-4V) fatigue life of about 14"/0
cycles, at the point where measurable plastic strain
first appears during ea_:h cycle, and an aluminum
(5456-H._I I) fatigue life of about 49.; ,.ycles, when
appreciable plastic strain occurs curing c_'h cycle. An
exit correlation of the present data and the data for
uniaxial _,pecimens is not possible primarily because it
is _,ery difficult to measure the significant strains in the
liner-thickness direction during pressurization and
depre,,.,urizat ion.
The total vessel perforn_ance factor for the titun
lure-lined vessel is approximately the same as the max-
imum performance obtained for all-titanium vessels. _
Table 7. Burst pressure and cyclic fatigue for 6AI-4V titanium.Hued Thornel Special graphite fiber/
epoxy pressure vessels.
Ymm4 No.
CS-4I CS-42" CS-43 C_-44 CS-_ CC__._
ImmUre, MPm _.$8 _
-- -- 2Pk8S _
FatkPR Nfe at
cycles -- 1790 2.q40 22110 _ 2230
Failvre
location" H W W W F W
Perfocmm_ hme¢,
TVM (TV N-I),' l.llS 0.1$S
MPB'm_Ikll (0.116) _
-- -- (0.17O) __
_radn ot failure,
_" hoop
-- 1.22 _
-- -- OJD __
._raim m4Sl_ levi
level. %: hoop __ --
-- -- -- 0.54llllld
-- -- 0.32
"No --'_;_;e _..." to _ _-_v--;;_ to liner,
bH = hoop IVawe, F = ilNkqt faikre, W _ weld falkre,
' Perfmnte fncto_ boned oo total ve_el mass (TYM) end totnJ vemwl nmu mbme the men, of rote born (TVM-IP
I0
jl"
(a) (b)
FIR. 12. Photograph of typical end fadlJuresdurbt8 burst tests o( tilamiun-Nned (left) tad adumlnum-NneJ (rlihl), Thorld
graphite fiber/epoxy pressure velvets.
As is indicated in "Fable 7, thi,_ performance factor
could be increased about 8c/( by replacing one boss
with a dummy boss. A further increase in performance
could be gained by improving our filament winding
pattern to pr(_luce a balanced vessel (i.e., one with
random failure locations), The current winding pattern,
fixed after testing only one vessel, forced the burst
failure to the lilting region (Fig. 12). in addition, _me
further gains in ve.s_,elperformance may be pos._ible
with a hetler liner de,,ign. The limit to such improve-
mcnt,_i_ ,_mewhere below the composite performance
factor given in Table 3 for an all-composite vessel
(0.351 MPa. m:_/kg).
Ultrathin Titanium Liner'°
An ultrathin titanium liner was tested in an attempt
to improve the performance of the previous titanium-
lined graphite/epoxy pressure vessels. The purpose of
this work was threefold: [ I ) to halve the wall thickness
of the titanium liner _ that the vessel burst per-
formanc++ could be improved to at least 0.224
MPa" m:_/kg. 12) to develop a les_+costly liner fabri-
cation method because machining full-size liners out
of _did bar stt_:k is prohibitively expensive, and (3) to
determine the fatigue life of this ultrathin-titanium-
lined vcs_,¢l for cycling to 5()c.+ of the mean expected
burst pre_,sure.
Figure 13 i_,a _hematic drawing of the finished
0.25-ram-thick titanium liner. In the manufacturing
process, circular blanks were cut from 1.52-cm-thick
6AI-4V titanium plate. The circular blanks were then
heated to alx_ut 941_C and held at lhal temperature
for 12 to 15 rain. By forcing the heated blanks through
a lubricated die. we were able to forge ehmgated hem-
ispherical blanks. These were air cooled, annealed for
I h at 704°C, and then air cooled again. The hemis-
pherical blanks were machined on a tape-controlled
machine: just before making the final machine cuts,
the liner halves were vacuum annealed following Mil-
H.gI200 A, Table IV. After the liner halves were
electron-beam butt welded, each full liner was leak
tested by pressurization to a level well below the point
of plastic deformation. In addition, four liners were
burst tested: the burst pressures were 5.58, 5.54, 5.50,
and 5.53 MPa. All failures _:curred as a result of axi-
ally oriented cracks in the cylindrical section of the
liners.
Three .sets of vessels were filament wound with
the Thornel Special graphite fiber at a winding tension
of 4.5 N. With the first set ,,uccessive changes were
made in the winding patter_t _ we could determine
which pattern produced m_ximum vessel Performance.
The _cond _t of ves.,els was wound with a fixed
winding pattern selected from the results of tests on
the first vessel set. The third set of vessels was wound
using the same fixed winding pattern on a redesigned
titanium liner. Tbe basic difference in the liner was a
more gradual transition from tbe bo,.,s to the liner thick-
ness (see Fig. 14). The winding tension was again 4.5
N. It was necessary to apply an increasing internal
pressure (frorl 0.45 to 0.62 MPa) during the winding
process an" cure cycle to avoid collasping the ultra-
thin liner. Details on the final winding pattern and
the cure cycle _tre given in Tdbl¢ g.
T_inlt and Result_
For te_ting, the _c,,,,els were either pressurized
with oil at a con,,rant rate -f 6.89 MPulmin until fail-
II
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( 2 places)
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-+0.05 mm
In-plane
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Coordinates
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21.87 38.65
24.36 .36.07
26.37 32.18
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Coordinates Coordinates
X Y
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49.58 47.98
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64.14 32.18
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67.95 19.05
69.16 12.70
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X
0.00
7.29
14.91
25.07
35.26
41.15
49.95
59.44
63.88
66.82
67.92
68.07
Y
50.55
50.55
50.55
50.55
50.55
50.22
47.70
39.52
32.05
22.86
12.20
8.89
Fill.14. _ INto _ Nmr.
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#Table 8. Final winding pattern and test results for the ultrathin, (set I): titanium.lined Tbornel Special
_ure vessels: finer thickness = 0.25 ram, test temperature = 23°C.
veuel No.
Data Mesa T-13 1'-14 T-IS T-I6 T-I? T-ill
Vemd Data
Yedume,10-' m_ 9.62S
Bent presm_, Mh 47,49 47.13 SO._ SO._t 46.62 48.SS 41.78
Fdvn ioudat b F F F F F H
Performmce fbc_,
Mh. ll_lkj: ceeqJoidle O._ O._ O.,L_I5 0.41.18 0-'397 0.4211 O._
teWJ vernal 0.2,61 0.23.t 0.2S6 0._q8 0.23_ O.2Sl O.21S
Cempeme
k41:_ vemd b" ' 0.UP) 0.1_ 0._ 0.1118I 0.1D9 0.urTs o.1874
cempo_e 0.112 0.1lIB 0.1114 0.1107 O.lh_ 6.114_ 0.11,]6
fiber 0.088 0.MS9 0.08?6 O.M89 0.gOt9 0.1892 0.N62
Iber cement, volqb 71.$ 67.3 71.$ ?3.S 73.0 74.4 69.6
Vesselwan tJdckntm,
am: keep 2.76
Joq#udamd n.32
Wkndin8 Dis
_i aqOe, des (m_) noo)
w_ p.ttern .16-trend,clued
Lagers (Imerspeniat): hoop 8(2+6) 8_,2+6) 8(2+6) 8(2+6) 842+6) 8(2*6) 8(2+6)
leagitudinal iknopJe) 64nooe) 6(nonc) 6(a_N) _noee) _amoee) _noaie)
'11_4-twindin8 cinx'uits:hoop l_ t_ I_ 1440 I_ I_ I_
IOnlgitudimd 17211 1728 1728 17211 1728 17211 1728
"[pozy retb systeu: XD ?8181T-4t_ (1N/49 parts by weJlbt), flailed for 16 b at 40°C i cun3J for 3 h at N_C.
"H _ hoop hdhtre, F _ 0ttJntt failure.
'Includes typical weights: mandrel _ ?6.$ 8 qinctudbqt total boll weiaht ot 13.6 |), adhesive = 2.1 8, KevJar 49 support _ = 0.4 8
qaneel_nl31e7 notes).
ure, or sinu._)idally cycled at a rate of 0.66 Hz between
O+ and 50_ of their expected burst pressure. After
three of the first four vessels tested failed by leakage
and could not be burst, we examined the liners and dis-
covered that during pressurization, small cra4_ks had
developed from a stress concentration located at the
transition from the liner thickness to the boss.
To obtain a failure by burst, the boss ends of the
insides of subsequent vessels were coated with a flex-
ible epoxy (Mereco 4051). Coating the ends al_ en-
abled the vessels wound with the final winding pattern
to withstand a substantial number of fatigue cycl-s
before the cracks in the vessel ends propagated beyond 1'-19
the coated region. These early tests indicated that the T._0
fatigue life of the weld region was at least 2000 cycles T._I
at the 50_ load level, well beyond the NASA Space T.22
Shuttle requirements. T-_
Table g gives bur%t pressures and fatigue lives for T-_
the optimal winding pattern (second set of vessels); T.aS
Table I0 gives burst performance for one vessel and
fatigue lives *or six vessels wound with the final fixed
winding pattern and the redesigned liner (third set of
vessels). For all of the vessels with the stress concen-
tration (sets one and two) except one, leakage failure
ORIGINAL PAGE IS n3
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o_curred because of end _.racks propagating beyond the
coated region. Leakage failure in the one exceptional
case caused by a fatigue crack in the weld region (ves-
sel A, 4000 cycles at about 50_ expected burst pres-
sure). All the fatigue tested vessels in the third set
e_perienced leakage failure resulting from a fatigue
rack in the _veld region. Figure 15 shows typical axial
Table 9. Cyclic fttllue life of the second set of ves-
sels, those with the fixed windin]g pattern.
No." C)_"lk I1_,*. ' cycles
3149
m20
19_ d
19_J_
2720
_¥euel falwtgalloo Idemical to tbel d T-IJ i T-IS o_ met I.
_Fom" e,,15'k5por miaule. I to _ olr eSllegled _ IInSew_.
In d esms. vemel ledmlp remNed frem Imqlq_lea of eml
cradu I_ead tire maed nqthe.
_Mlan_mn value; chart nmwder _tugk.
Table 10. Burst performance and cyclic fatigue
life of the third set of vessels, those with the rede-
_gned titanium liner.
hr_l performamoe.
veuel No.'. h kPa. n'_/kll Cyclic life0_ cycles
T-2At __
T-2"/ _ IMIO
1"-211 _ IIU
T._I __ 16,¢4
"i"-341 236 _
T-311 _ MI0
1"-32 _ 402
"All vesm4s were womd as descried in TaMe 8. The Rde-
_med mandrel walked mo_e, hcne_lq the taUd ves_l we41_t
I_ abom 5_r over that reported t- "palMe8.
_'AII vesaels except 1"-26 had welds with hlCemlllkCe penletnlttml.
'Four cyck_ per minute. I to _ of expected burst pressure.
and h_)p strains for burst tested vessels wound with
the final fixed winding p.':ttern. In the fatigue lests,
vessel leakage was determined by AE monitoring.
Discussion
We were able to achieve _ mean total vessel burst
performance of 0.241 MPa.m:_/kg for small metal-
lined vessels in which the two bosses comprised about
7ok of the total vessel weight (see Table 8). As a com-
parison. Ref. II presents data for spherical, titanium-
lined Kevlar 49 vessels for which a maximum total
vessel burst performance of 0.189 MPa-mS/kg was
achieved. Reference 12 provides data for spherical.
stainless-steel-lined Kevlar 4g vessels: a maximum
total vessel burst performanve of 0.202 MPa.m'Vkg
was obtained. The corresponding maximum perfor-
mance achieved in our present work is 0.258 MPa. mS/
kg. Thus. in terms of burst performance, our titanium-
lined graphite/epoxy system is some 30c_ better than
these reported Kevlar 40 systems.
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Fig. 16. l_pical axial mid hoop _tnthts on the outer surface o(
the fiber/epoxy ¢mml_ In the eylimlrk81 porlkm of the vessel
during the first load cycle to _ of the e_pected bur_t pressure.
Furthermore, the axial and h4x)p failure .,,trains in
the graphite-overwrapped vessel :_re only approxi-
mately 1.2'7,, companed with 1.8_ in the Kevlar-over-
wrapped vessel. Thus, the fatigue life of the graphite
vessel should he significantly greater than that of the
Kevlar vessel because, as observed previously, smaller
strain changes during each cycle tend to increase the
fatigue life of the liner.
The redesigned liner (used in the third set of yes-
sels) successfully solved the problem of the stress
concentratkm at the ends of the titanium liners. Thus,
it was no longer necessary to coat the inner ends of
these vessels with epoxy. The redesigned liner was
slightly heavier, however, resulting in an increase in
total vessel weight of about 5_. During the fatigue
tests of the third set of vessels, all failures resulted
from cracks in the welds. Figure 16 plots the cyclic
strains during the first fatigue cycle for a typical ves-
sel wound over this redesigned liner.
Unfortunately, after the first vessel was welded
with the same weld parameters as were used with the
first two sets. difficulties were encountered. Specifi-
cally, the welding process "'burned" a couple of small
holes through the ,,¢cond vessel. Therefore. cooler
welds were u_d for the remaining vessels in the third
set. However. this change created another problem.
The remaining vessels in this set were found to be
defective, having welds with incomplete penetration
(see Fig. 17a). Thus, except for vessel T-26, the first
one in this ,+el. the vessel fatigue lives at the :50"_ load
level were h)w Isee Tab!<: 9).
Because of the liner problems (stress concentra-
tions and incomplete weld pentration), careful study
of the fatigue data will he required to determine cor-
rectly the fatigue life of a "normal" vessel (see Fig.
17b). The one te_t vessel free from IxJth liner problems
in the ultrathin liners have better fatigue liv-.s, even
though the welds in the previous liners were twice as
thick. In the thiek-li_r weld (Fig. 17c), there are more
geometric discontinuities in the form of notches and
weld-head drop-through,_. The uitra-thin-liuer weld
(Fig. 17by is not nearly as V-shaped and therefore the
transition from the cast weld material to the parent
liner material is not as distinct. The_ factors all serve
to reduce the stress concentrations on the ultrathin-
liner weld and produce a longer fatigue life.
Fig. 17. Photomicrographs of electrom-bemmbutt welds: (a)
poor weld in u 0.7.$-mm-thickliner, qb) good weld in u 0.2S-ram-
thick liner, (c) good weld in u 0.SI-mm-thick liner.
had a fatiguelifeof 8400 cyclesatthe50c_ loadlevel.
All of the vessels in the first two sets had "'good"
welds, but because the end cracks propagated out of the
coated region before any weld cracks formed, these
fatigue data only give a h)wer bound on the weld fatigue
life. On the basi,_ of data from eight different vessels,
this lower I'x)und is somewhere between 1935 and 3485
cycles. The one vessel in the first set that leaked from
a crack in the weld region (not from an end crack)
lasted 4000 cycles. Thus. it appears that the minimum
fatigue life of the ultrathin-tilanium-lined vessels meet-
ing I'_)thconditions (no stress concentration and ""good"
welds) is greater than 2000 cycles and could be as high
as 4000 cycles.
The relatively high fatigue life of the x,_'eld region
i. surprising in view of pa_,t experience Becau_,e the
tit_ nium liner used in this ,,tudy is only half as thick
a_ tt,,' liner used in the previous work. one would ex-
pe_;t that the plastic straiq chang,: per cycle _ould be
greater in the ultrathin liners ;tnd that the fatigue life
of the weld region thus wl_uld be lower. T_ photo
micrographs in Figs. 17b and 17c reveal why the welds,
Conclu:_ions
From the above described _tudies of graphite fiber
and the ultrathin metal liners for composite pressure
vessels, we draw the following conclusions"
• The Thornel Special graphite fiber in an epoxy
matrix has a modulus of 206 GPa, a rupture tensile
stress of 3570 MPa, and a rupture strain of !.7_.
The fiber tensile properties are not affected by
liquid nitrogen temperature or by various quasi-
static strain rate_. The data _atter, however, is on
the undesirably high side.
• For long-term, tensile-critical applications where
composite density al_ is a key consideration, we
consider the Thornel Special graphite fiber to be
one of the best fibers for composite:,.
• For applications where the environment is hostile
and where ._hearand compression stresses also are
present, the Thornel Special graphite fiber is one
of the most attractive fibers that can be made com-
mercially available. However. the quality consis-
tency O.e., large CV) of the fiber must be im-
proved buff)re this fiber can become an acceptable
epgineering material.
• The average composite performance factor for
the Thornel Special graphite fiber/ei_xy cylindri-
cal pres.,use vessel wa_ determined to be 0.351
MPa" m3/kg. Because of its greater yield strength,
a titanium-lined graphite fiber/el_xy pressure ves-
sel was fimnd to have substantially better fatigue
life (fi)r cycling to 5Of:( of the expected burst pres-
sure) than an aluminum-lined vessel. The present
aluminum-lined graphite fibet'/ep_xy vessel cannot
meet th': I(XXJ-fatigue-cycle requirement. The total
,,'e,,scl perfi)rmancc factor fi_r a (). 5-mm-thick titan-
ium-lined graphite fiber/epoxy vessel _as fi)und
to _ 0.155 MPa" In:_Ikg. Fhis vessel dc,,ign does
meet the fatigue life reuuiremcnt and can be used to
contain l_th nitrogen ga,, and helium l'_,r aer_,,,pacc
applicati_ms.
• The ultrathin qO.2._.mm-_all thicknc,,,,) /,AI-4V
titanium-liner,, t't_r graphite fiber/cpo:) _c,,,,el_
were manufactured from flat plate. Very high total
• °
4
vessel burst performance was achieved: the mean
burst performance was 0.241 MPa.mS/kg. The
data indicate thai where "good" welds are made,
liner fatigue lives in excess of 2000 to _ cycles
can be obtained for cycling to 50'_ of the expected
burst pressure.
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PART 11. EPOXY MATRICES FOR FILAMENT WOUND KEVLAR 49/
EPOXY PRESSURE VESSELS
Screening of Epoxy Systems t:l
Purpose
The epoxy resin systems used in many high-per-
formance filament wound pressure vessels and rocket
motor cases have been based on the diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA), diluted with bis(2,3-epoxy-
cyclopentyl)ether (such as ERL 2256 from Union
Carbide Corporation) and cured with mixed aromatic
amines. I* These systems are quite attractive for filament
winding, both for their tensile properties and for their
processing characteristics. However the diluent, bis-
(2,3-epoxycyclopentyljether, is no longer commercially
available and alternate epoxy systems must be sought
for the wet filament winding process.
Ideally. the way to select an epoxy system is to
understand thoroughly all those matrix properties that
contribute to high performance in the filament wound
structure and then select an epoxy resin system that
maximizes the desirable properties. Unfortunately,
this is not possible because credible data even of neat
resin prolxrties are not plentiful. Intuitively. the vis-
cosity, wetting properties, and adhesion characteristics
of the neat resin; the tensile strength, modulus, and
elongation of the cured resin, as well as the cure tem-
perature and resin shrinkage during cure are believed
to have an :fleet on the performance of the final com-
posite structure. The relative importance of each has
not been clearly established.
We have been investigating the effect of resin
properties on the burst strength of the filament wound
structure. Our method for selecting a new epoxy sys-
tem is to examine neat resins that closely resemble
the systems containing the bis(2.3-el._)xycyclopentyl).
ether in processing characteristics and tensile properties.
Although this metht_l may not identify the best resin
systems for filament wound vessels, it dt_s ensure
tha*. the selected resin systems will meet certain essen-
tial requirements at the outset. We need to develop
epoxy resins to meet two pot life requirements, one
where processing does not require a hmg pot life (for
small filament wound vessels) and another where a
very hmg I_t Id'e is needed (fiw large filament wound
parts).
In this study of resin systems, we looked for ten-
sile pn)perties similar to those of selected reference
systems anti for eas) processing in the uncured resin.
The results of our overall _'reening of several promis-
ing systems are summarized below. Viscosities. gel
times, and cast resin tensile behavior were determined
to guide our selection of a few systems for more exten.
sire tests in filament wound structures, in addition,
data on heat deflection under load and water absorption
measurements were gathered for comparative purposes
and for screening where special operating environ-
musts are a consideration.
Test Epoxy Resin Systems
The resin used in most of our formulations was
the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol F (DGEBF), the bis-
phenol formed from phenol and formaldehyde. This
resin is similar to the earlier epoxy resins based on
DGEBA but has a lower viscosity (3.4 Pa-s at 25°C)
and gives slightly higher tensile properties. A typical
commercial product is XD 7818 epoxy from Dow
Chemical Company.
in mine of the test formulations, we used DGEBA
plus _10 wt"6 of a carboxy-terminated butadiene-
acrylonitrile copolymer (CTBN). This copolymer was
added to improve the fracture toughness of the cured
resin, t_ A typical commercial product is the XD 7575.02
epoxy from Dow Chemical Company.
Two diluents were used to lower the viscosity of
the epoxy systems; vinylcyclohexenc dioxide (VCHDO)
and the diglycidyl ether of neopentylg]ycol. Vypical
commercial products are, respectively, Union Carbide
Corporation's ERL 4206 and Dow Chemical Com-
pany's XD 7114.
Aromatic amines were used as curing agents.
These included Tonox 60-40, Toeox LC, and 2,6-
diaminopyridine IDAP), all from Uniroyal. Tonox
60-40, a liquid at room temperature, is a mixture of
60'71 crude methylene dianiline and 40_ metapheny-
lene diamine. Tonox LC is similar to crude methy-
lene dianiline but is made by reacting formaldehyde
with aniline plus another aromatic amine to break up
the crystallinity in the final product. Tonox LC reacts
with epoxies more slowly than Tonox 60-40. The
2.6-DAP. a powder at room temperature, gives cure
properties similar to metaphenylene di'2mine but reacts
considerah!y slower with epoxies.
For the reference resins, we selected three epoxy
systems. Two of the systems have been used widely for
filament winding hut are no longer available. They con-
sist of liquid DGEBA resins (ERL 2256 and ERL 2258
from Union Carbide) diluted to different viscosities
with bis(2,3-epoxycyclopentylJether. The third refer-
ence resin is a low-viscosity liquid DGEBA resin
(Shell Chemica! Company's Epon 826). diluted with
the crude diglycidyl ether of 1.4-butanediol ICiba-
Geigy's RD-2)."* The curing agents used in the refer-
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ence resin systems wen either Tonox 60-40 or a
mixture of methylene dianiline and metaphenylene
diamine that was reacted with a small amount of DGEBA
resin (Union Carbide's ZZL 0820).
Test Methods. Tensile test specimens were
prepared from resin sheets that were cast between glass
plates. The mold was formed with rubber tubing (as a
dam), precision spacers, and clamps, n Individual 3.2-
ram-thick specimens were prepared according to ASTM
1)638 _ype i. Great care was taken to smooth and pol-
ish the machined surfaces. The specimens were tested
on a universal tensile test machine at a crossbead speed
of 5 ram/rain.
Viscosity measurements were made with a Brook-
field rotating-spindle viscosimeter (Model LVT) using
a No. I spindle in a temperature-controlled bath (25°C).
A 300-g aliquot oftbe resin mixture in a glass container
(5.5 mm in diameter) was brought to temperature
(-+0.2°C) and tested within i h after mixing.
Gel times were determined on a 30-g _ample. The
sample was placed in a 2.5-cm diameter test tube that
was immersed in a constant-temperature bath at 25°C.
A gel timer repeatedly dropped a 6-g weight into the
sample and then pulled it out. Gel time is defined as the
point at which the viscosity of the sample is great
enough to support the 6-g weight for 15 s.
Results and Discussion. For applications where
a pot life of under 40 h (for a 30-g mass) is acceptable,
new resins were formulated by selecting the combina-
tion of resins and diluents that, when mixed with the
_toichiometric amount of curing agent, gave a viscosity
in the desirable range from 0.7 to 0.9 Pa-s at 25°C.
These resin systems and their viscosities, gel times,
tensile properties, and heat distortion temperatures are
shown in Table I I. The cor,_sponding tensile stress-
strain curves are shown in Fig. 18.
For applications where a pot life of over 40 h
(for a 30-g mass) is needed, new resins were formu-
lated from the base resin-diluent combination that
gave the desired viscosity when mixed with the stoichio-
metric amount of curing agent. The longer pot lives
are obtained by modifying the curing agent, i.e., using
Tonox 60-40 with an equal amount of either 2,6-DAP
or Tonox LC. These formulations and their viscosi-
ties, gel times, tensile properties, and beat distortion
temperatures are shown in Table 12. The corresponding
tensile stress-strain :urves are plotted in Fig. 19. For
comparison, the properties of the reference epoxy
systems are listed in Table 13 and their tensile behavior
is plotted in Fig. 20.
An examination of Table !! and Fig. 18 against
Table 13 and Fig. 20 indicates that formulations 2 and
4 are the most promising resin systems for filament
winding where a very long pot life is not a key require-
ment. These two new epoxy systems more than match
the reference systems in tensile strength and come close
to the desired elongation and modulus. The water ab-
sorption characteristics of these new systems are su-
perior t,_ that of the reference epoxies. Formulations
2 and 4 do have Iowe, heat distortion temperatures
than the reference sy ,eros but these possibly can be
improved with a high cure temperature.
Table II. Properties of epoxy systems with moderate pot lives.
Property System t System 2 System 3 System 4
Resin COmlmaeuts XD 7818/X1" XD 7818/ERL 4206/ XD 7818/XD 7S75.02/ XD 7818/XD 7575.02/
(parts by weishl) Toaoz 60-_. Toeoz 60-40 XD 7ll4/Tmtoz 6040 ERL 4D061Toaoz60-40
(1001301.tl.5) (100130139.7) (201S014.S/33.7) (S01S0130138.1)
Cure cycle, h/°C 4/60 * 31120 4160 + 31120 4.$/60 + 3/120 4.SI40 +3/1_
Gel time for • 30.8
mass at 25°C, b 26 30 30 40
Viscosity at 2$°C, Pa.s 0.810 0.90 0.M ". _0
Number of specimens
tested 8 6 8 6
l_,miJe properties:
Maximum st rt,_s,
MPlt (CV, %) 9S.3 (0.4) 116.9 (0.7) 67.9 (0.3_ 110.7 (0.4)
_rsin at maximum
_8_Js, % (CV, %) 6.S (2.3) 6.1 i7.0) 6.1 (I.4) 6.2 (S.6)
_q'ltllt modulus
It 1.0J strnbt,
MI_ (CV. %) 2944 (S.9) 3425 (3.0) 2960 qe.fl) 3325 (1.4)
Heat dlstortioe
temperature, °C 100 118 I00 128
Water ebeorpeieeJ
after 6 b Ja
Imlllla8 water, qt _tt", 1.95 1.10 1.42 1.13
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F'qj. 18. Tensile properties of the epoxy systems with relatively
short pot lives: (!) XD ?818/XD 7114/Temox 60-40, 12) XD 7818/
ERL 4206/Tonox 60-40, (3) XD ?818/XD 7575.02iXD 7114/Tonox
61t-40, and (4) XD ?818/XD 7575.02/ERL 4206/Tonox M-,_0.
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Fig. 19. Tensile properties or epoxy systems with long pot Pves:
15) XD 7818/XD ?ll4/Temox LC, (6) XD ?818/XD 7114/Toaoz
6(L.W/DA_ 17) XD ?818/ERL 4206/Toaox 60-4e/DAR (8) XD
?SIS/XD 7575.02/XD 7114/Tonox 60401 DAP, and 19) XD 7818/
XD 7$7S._2/F'PL 4206/Tono:; 60-40/DAR
Tabk_ 12. Properties of epoxy systems with long pot lives.
System 6 Sy_.T. 7 Sy_---- 8 S._*_.._ 9
•"_,_,_,_, System $
n .,________.___.. XD 78181 XD 7818/ XD 78181 XD 781_/ XD 78181
1ports by weight) XD 71141 XD 71141 ERL 42061 XD 7575.02/ XD 7575.02/
Temox LC Tonox 60 10/ Tmaox 60-40/ XD 7114/ ERL 42061
1100;45/50.3) 2,K-DAP 2,6-DAP Tmaox 60401 Tmaox 60-40/
(100/30/13.2/13.2) (100120114.4114.4) 2,6-DAP 2,6-DAP
150/S0/45/14.1/14.1) 150150;30115.9115.9)
Cure cycle, h/°C 5/60 + 5/60 + 5/80 + $/N + $/N +
311211 31120 3/120 311211 31120
Gel time for a 30t
mass at 2S°C, h $7 71 _ 90 109
Viscosity at
2S°( ", Pa. s O.U O.U 0.80 0.85 0.80
Number of specimens
tested ? ? 6 8 6
Tensile properties:
Maximum stress,
MPb (CV, %) 90.0 10.7) 101.$ (0.1) 102.8 (4.2) 93.1 10.1) 102.A (I.6)
_raiu at maximum
str¢,_,, % (CV, %) 5.3 (2.6) 5.8 (2.3) 3.1 (6.8) 5.3 (I.6) 3.6 (2.2)
Secant mmluim
at 0.01 strain.
MPa (CV, %) ,',061 13.$) 3157 (3.2) 3917 11.$) 319_ 12.6) 3799 (2.3)
Heat d_ortlol
temperature, 'C 82 9? 106 89
Warner mbSOrlXiem 112
alter 6 h in
OeAlin8 t_uter, % pa. 1.43 1.14 I.$2 2.20 1.14
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Table 13. Properties of the reference epoxy systems.
Property System I0 System I I .System 12
Resin compomems ERL 22.%/Tomox 60-40 ERL 2258/ZZL 0820 Epon 826/RD-2/Tomox 60-40
( parts by weight) (100/29.$) (100/31) (1001251?.8.3)
Cnr_ cyC_ee h/LC 16150 _ 2/95 + 3/120 16160 + 31160 3/60 * 2/120
Gel time for a 30-g
mass at 25C, h 41 30 23
Viscosity at
_C. h's I.$9 1.40 1.20
Number of specimens;
tested 7 7 8
Temslle properties:
Maximum stress.
MI_ (C_: %) 107.5 (0.4) 107.2 (1.9) 89.6 (0.3)
_rain at maximum
stre_s, % (C_, %) 7.1 (5.3) 5.2 (6.4) 7.8 (3.0)
Secant modulus
at 0.01 strain,
NIPs (C'_ %) _ (2.4) 3736 (2.3) 2683 13.6)
Heat di_ortion
temperature. C 133 152 121
Water absorption
after 6 h in
lmiling _ater, % gain 1.45 I.TN 0.93
I
A comparison of the data on the long-pot-life
epoxy systems (Table 12 and Fig. 19) with the reference
systems data (Table 13 and Fig. 20) indicates that the
120 v I l' I ' 1 ,111 ' /
100 i 10_12 "-_
m 80
40
20
0
0 2 4 6 8 10
Strain, %
Fig. 20. Ten_le propertkM of lhe reference epoxy systems: q10)
ERI. 22_/Tmm_ ¢_-40, (I I1 ERI. 22581ZZL _20, and 1121 Epon
826/RD-l/Tonox 00.40.
formulat:ons with the diglycidyl either of neopentyl-
g]2,'col have the best elongation. Formulation 6 exhibits
the best balance tff properties. The formulations coa-
raining both VCHDO and 2.6-DAP have good tensde
strengths but exhibit low elongations, probably be-
cause of a combination of !he very rigid, cyclic struc-
ture of 2.6-DAP with the less rigid, cyclic structrre
of VCHDO.
Surprisingly. the heat distortion temperatures
shown in Tables 10 and 12 are not consistent with our
expectations. For exampk, formulation 4 (Table II)
contains approximately 5¢" rubber but has a heat dis-
tortion temperature 9°C higher than that of formulation
2 that lacks the rubber component. We do not know
how to explain this.
2O
Filamcnt Woupd Pressure Vessels of
Kevlar 49 Fiber in Several Epoxy
Matrices j-
Purpose
Our next objective was to select the best epoxy
from the previously _reened systems. Because the
resins used in this study do not differ widely in mechani-
cal properties, we did not attempt to differentiate the
epoxy systems by evaluating the effect of resin proper-
ties on the performance of filament wound vessels. In
selecting an epo'_y system for higl:-performance illa-
ment winding applications, we determined that the
epoxy must have passed the previously described
,_reening step and still he acceptable {although not
necessarily the best) in terms of vessel performance.
We did not use vessel performance as the most impor-
tant criterion because we doubt that the burst test is the
fairest or most effective method of judging matrix
performance. For example, a high-burst-performance
epoxy may very possibly have a low heat distortion
temperature that renders the system unacceptable for
the intended application.
Fiber/Epoxy Strand Specimens
For the reinforcing fiber, we selected DuPont's
Kevlar 49, a high-modulus, high-strength organic fiber
of poly_p-phenylene terephthalamide). We used five
spools of 38n-denier, 267-filament Kevlar fiber, dried
before winding for 70 h at 50°C under 13.3 Pa pressure.
The average cross-sectional area determined from 48
specimens of the single fiber strand {calculated from
the manufacturer's fiber density and our fiber weight
mcasu,'er,lents) is 2.93 × I0-" m _ with a CV of 1.5_;.
_6F used epoxy-impregnated fiber strands (Fig. 21)
to characterize the unidirectional breaking strength
of the Kevlar 49 fiber. The strands were fabricated
by vacuum epoxy-impregnation on a numerically con-
trolled winding machine at a winding tension of 4.4 N.
We tested 25.4-era-gage length strand specimens at a
machine cross-head speed of 1 cm/min: Table 14 sum-
marizes these data.
Filament Wound Pressure Vessels
We wound the epoxy-impregnated Kevlar 49 fiber
over a water-._)luble type of mandrel coated with a 0.,5-
ram-thick chlorobutyl rubber coating. This rubber
,__!_ Fiber/epoxy strand
Fig. 21. Clmnping arrangement for testing the fiber _rengths of
epoxy.impregnated strands.
coating becomes the liner of the vessel when the
mandrel is washed away with hot water. The cylindrical
vessel had a diameter of 10.2 cm, a vessel length-to-
diameter ratio of 1.4, and a boss diameter-to-vessel
diameter ratio of 0.16 (Fig. 22). We used the "'in-plane"
dome contour based on ASTM D-2585-68. The axial
winding angle was 10 deg, 13 min. The hoop-to-axial
fiber ratio, in terms of winding circuits, was 1.5. This
slightly unbalanced design forces failure into the hoop
winding direction.
The vessels were also faoricated on the numeri-
callv controlled _i_ding m::chine _hich was equipped
with a vacuum impregnaiion chamber. Only the fiber
spool and the imprcrznation apparatus were placed
inside the vacuum chamber imaintained at 670 PaL
t
Table 14. Fiber strength of fiber strands impregnated with various epoxy resins.
No. of Fiber Fiber Tensile Properties"
Epox_ strand content, Rupture Rupture Rupture
system No. specimens' _ole_ stress, MPa strain, q- modulus, GPu
Modk.rate Pot I,ife Epo_) S._stems
2 44 63.5 ,11612 • 32 2.6 • 0.OI 137.2 * 0.6
3 9 61.0 ,g147 • IlO 2.6 - 0.10 132.4 * 1.2
4 60 62.5 337# • 32 2.4 • 0.03 141.3 " 0.0
Iamg Pot Life Epox_ N._stems
$ _ 65.1 ,g161 - 52 2.6 • 0.03 IM.4 ÷ 0.6
6 29 64.6 3247 • 56 2.3 - 0.04 143.4 " 0.7
0 43 65.1 3,q)2 • 12 2.4 • 0.02 139.9 - O.P
Reference Epos) '_vstems
!_ 4# 61.3 3543" 27' 2.6 - 0.05' 137.9 • h 6'
II 24 62.4 3578 " 100 2.6 • 0.03 137.9 * 2.3
12 22 63.6 ,glM • 43 2.6 • 0.hi 135.1 . 3.2
"l'hes¢ d_,tu repre,_ent fl_e SpaN)Is of ._uro. The test strands _ere taken on a dail._ basis during the _essel _inding.
'For ew:h resin s._stem, ('V 7%, mlminall_ 4.5r_.
'"The • _alues are the 9_r6 confidence limits.
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Fig. 22. Design of the pressure _e_s¢l u.,_ed to ted the _ arious epoxy s)stems.
.A,
For the 380-denier yarn, "_,_ used a 4.4-N winding
tension (Fig. 22), Normally, we fabricated strand
specimens both before and after winding the vessel:_
for a given resin system. In addition, we fabricated
two groups of vessels from each epoxy system on dif-
ferent days to avoid possible bias in processing.
Vessel Testing
All vessels were tested by hydrobursting at a con-
stant rate o ').9 MPa/s, using a closed-loop pressure
control sysLm. Tables 15-17 summarize the test details
of over 90 vessels made from l0 epoxy resin formula-
tions. The fiber content of these vessels was closely
Table lb. Performance of filament wound pressure vessels made from the reference epoxy systems.
Properly Epox_ System 10 Epoxy System II Epoxy System 12
Rt_in ¢oapom_
(;ell cycle, h/ C
Cure cycle, h/ ("
Colnpo_ile _,_-._: iklltl h
Number ol' spccimens*
Max(. i: IL_r, W_
compo_e. W,
Fiber coQtenl, %', voR"
Bur_ prexqurt, R MPs (('%; fir(
_._1 Performlnee f'aclor_ '_
ERL 2256/Tonox 60-40 ERI. 22.q/ZZI. 0820 Epon 826/RD-2/Tonox 60..40"
2/50 16/._0 16_._0 2/90 4/90
3'1.¢,0 294 - 31._0 316J .L I.¢,0 .1/150
4
._0.4
43.0
66.5
16.2 (I.I)
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
31.8 31.7 32.0 30.5 32.0 31 .," 32.0 30.5
46.0 45.6 44.3 42.7 45.4 45.9 45.3 42.7
65.1 65.6 68.1 67.3 66.5 64.9 66.9 (_45.I
19.4(2.6) IA.li2.9) 15.6i6.7i 15.9(4.4) 17.711.5) I?.lql.I) r_.ll(i.$) 16.511.9)
Fiber performance,
pVAS"f. MPs m*/kl (CA,', _r) 0.360 q1.6) 0.399 q3.9)
('ompo@e performance,
pV/_', %lPa m*!kll I('%_ %) 11.522 tl.I) 0.5"/5 q4.5)
A_,ffql¢ ,:lleullted hoop
fiber _tre_.,_, MPa 1974 228(;
0.353 (5.9) iL379 I1.0) O.JllO (I.7)
0.492 (6.4) 0.543 (I.4) 0.534 (2.0)
1920 2164 2091
'Pot life ¢d Ihk epoxy _y,dem is relatively ,,howl.
r Ve,_l _olu,'_.¢, k i constant 9.75 • I0 _ m'.
' T_o Iroup. o_ tour _e_5 _llch were made from dlRertnt fiber _ol at different llme._.
'_ThI • ,*due,, are I1_ liHlq, conlb'_ace Ilmlh.
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Table 16. Performance of filament wound pre____re ve_!$ fr__m __"_e_.rate pot life _p,_xy sy_.__-----=
P_perty Epoxy Sy _¢¢,__ 2 Epoxy Sy___-_ 3 I_.__.7 _;_-- 4
Resin cornels
Cell cycle, h/°C
Cure cycle, hI°C
Composite Vessel Date a
Number of' spedmems h
Mass, g: fix, r, Wf
composite, Wc
Fiber content, % vol%
Burst pressure, P, MPa (CV, %)
Vessel Performance Factors'
XD 78181ERL 42061 XD 78181XD 7575.021 XD 78181XD 7S75.821
Tonox 64-40 XD 7114/Temoz 60-40 EIP,L-4206/Toooz 60-40
401_J 16160 4.S160
3/120 41120 3/120
32.0 30.2 32.8 30.4 31.7 _4
44.2 42.5 43.8 42.3 43.8 42.5
68.3 67. I 69.2 68.0 68.7 67.8
16.7 (5.7) 1S.3 (5.5) 16.4 (0.7) 16.1 (2.6) !?.1 (1.2) 15.9 (4.6)
Fiber performance, PV/Wf,
MPa.m_/kg (CV, %) 0.503 (5.4) 0.$88 (2.3) 0.$17 (3.4)
Composite performance, PV/W_, 0.361 (5.4) 0.368 (i .9) 0.373 (3.7)
A_erage calculated hoop
fiber stress, MPe Igs0 1981 2011
_Vessel volume is a constant 9.75 × 10' m:'.
"Two groups ,dr four vessels each were made from different 91)er spools nt different times.
_'l'he _+ values at. the 9S% confidence limits.
controlled to between 64.9 and 69.3 vol_. To further
minimize the effect of fiber content on the vessel per-
formance, we also calculated the vessel performance
factor based on the bare fiber weight of the vessel.
During the hydroburst tests, we monitored the
vessel acoustic emission (AE) and observed two trends.
First, at a fixed electronic gain. the low performing
vessels showed substantially more AE than did the high
performing v_ssels. The number of AE ring-down
counts for the epoxy systems that resulted in the low
performing yes.Is was an order of magnitude greater
than the number of AE ring-down counts for the high-
Table 17.
• ,_,,p_,_3 Epoxy System 5
Performance of filament wound pressure vessels p_,d_e from _ng pot life epoxy s_'_].
Resin XD7818/XD 7114/
components Toe_x LC
Gell cycle, h/°C 4.$/68
Cure cycle, h/°C 31120
Composite Vessel Data h
E_-__-_ S)stem 6 Epoxy $_*_-z-- 8 Ir_..y S_,_ 13 d
XD ?818/XD 7114/ XD ?818/XD 7.';75.02/ ERE 1359/RD2/
Touox 60-4012, 6-DAP XD 7114/T_ox 68-40/ 2,6-DAP
2,6-DAP
$160 $168 12180
4/120 + 4/155 41120 + 41155 21180 + 2il2S + 411S0
Number of specimens _ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Mass, g: fiber, Wf 32.1 30.6 30.4 31.8 31.8 31.9 31.8 32.7
composite, W_ 43.9 42. I 43.0 44.9 45.2 45.2 45.8 46.0
Fiber content, V, vd_ 69.3 68.8 66.6 66.? 66.2 66.5 65.3 67.4
Bur_ pr_su,_, P,
MPn (CV, %1 I$.0 (2.7) 14.6 (3.3) 13.9 (1.7) 13.7 (2.4) 14.3 (I.O) 13.4 (2.8) 14.1 (0.8t 14.1 (2.2)
Vessel Performattce Flidors d
Fiber perfoenumce,
PV/W_, MPa. m_/k8
(CV, q_) 0.46 (2.9) 0.432 (4.0) 0.420 (4.8) 0.4,16 (2.4)
Composite performanee,
PVIW, MPe. m'/i_
(CV, _) 0.336 (3.2) 0.30S (3.7) O._J_ 13.7) 0.299 (I.$)
Average cakulated
hoop 8ber .qtrg,,s, MPa 1804 1682 1688 1719
"New epoxy system developed by the US. Navy and tested at their _lgestiml.
*'Ve_._l volume is a constant 9.7$ × 10' m _.
_Two 8roup_ of four v**,_is _ach were made from different qlools of Ilber nt different tllnen.
dTbe ± vaJne_qan Ibe 9Sq ¢onlldenee limits.
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!i8. 23. l_pkd pressure vessel failures: from _ to rillbt, vessels made wHk epoxy systems l, 4, and 7.
performing epoxy systems. Second, the peak amplitude
of many AE signals generated in the low performing
vessels was three times higher than the AE signals
generated in the high performing vessels.
The typical hoop failures experienced by the pres-
sure vessels are shown in Fig. 23. A key observation
with respect to the failed vessels is that in the low
performance epoxy systems, failure was localized and
involved only a relatively small pcrtion of the hoop
wraps. Conversely, in the high performing epoxy sys-
tems, vessels failures involved almost all of the hoop
wraps.
Limited data on composite shear properties were
obtained for several composites. Table 18 summarizes
these results.
Discussion
Fiber content in wet wound composites is diffi-
cult to control. There is some qualitative evidence for
S-glass/epoxy and high-modulus organic/epoxy com-
posites indicating that fiber strength is definitely af-
fected by fiber content. Therefore, this factor must he
taken into consideration when comparing epoxy per-
formance in composites, in this study, we simply con-
trolled the volumetric fiber content to a practical range,
both for the strand specimens and for the pressure
vessels.
As shown in Table 14. when the fiber content of
the strand spe_;.m_,ns made from five spools of Kcvlar
41 fiber and nine epoxies was held between 61 and 65
vol"_, the average fiber strength varied only by about
10_. This is not sufficient evidence to allow us '_o con-
clude that the effect of the epoxy formulations is statis-
tically significant. However, our previous study ,lsing
only one epoxy did show that Kevlar 49 had a 6c/_ CV
in strength. In addition, our unpublished data on
S-glass strands impregnated with more than i0 typical
epoxies led to the same conclusion--the epoxy has no
significant effect on strand strength.
Conclusions
From the above studies of various epoxy resin sys-
tems and the performance of composite pressure vessels
using these resins, we draw the following conclusions:
• In the absence of vessel performance data. we pro-
pose that resin selection criteria be based, in order.
on (I) processing considerations, (2) neat resin
properties, and (3) commercial availability of the
resin components.
Table 18.
Propeny
In-plane and interlaminar shear properties of Kevlar 40 fiber in _veral epoxies.
Moderate pot I.onll pot Refenence
life _y_ems life _yd. _m_r _y_tem_
12
3/6O
2/120
4
22.11
IS6S q3.$)
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• In a normal wet winding process where an extra-
long pot life is not very critical, the top candidate
epoxy system to replace the ERL-2256 system is
plain or rubber-modified DGEBF resin diluted with
VCHDO and cured with Tonox 60-40 (formula-
tions 2 and 4 in Table I !).
• In a winding process where an extra-long pot life
is required, plain or rubber-modified DGEBF resin,
diluted with the diglycidyl ether of neopentylglycol
offers good elongation (and perhaps good flexibility)
when cured with either 2,6-DAP or Tonox 60-40
(formulations 5, 6, and 8 in Table 12). From a cost
and processing standpoint, we consider Tonox LC
to be a better curing agent than 2,6-DAP.
• Within the narrow range of fiber content studied,
the effect of these, selected epoxy systems on the
fiber strength of unidirectional, epoxy-impregnated
strands is insignificant. However, for a pressure
vessel under multiaxial loading, the effect of the
epoxy '_ystem on vessel performance is indeed
noticeable (23_ change in mean burst pressure).
• The epoxy sys:em containing 5_ CTBN, rubber-
modified DGEBF, diluted with VCHDO and :ured
with mixed aromatic amines (formulation 4, Table
II), appears to he the best resin matrix for filament
winding to rap:ace the epoxy systems no longer
commercially _.vailable.
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PART 111. KEVLAR 49/EPOXY PRESSURE VESSELS
WITH POLYMER LINERS
Polymer Systems for Vessel Liners ty
Evaluation of Liner Materials
To overcome the problem of metal liner fatigue,
we initiated a program to develop a flexible polymeric
liner with a low permeability to nitrogen gas and a high
fatigue life. Published permeability coefficients indi-
cate that two polymeric materials have especially low
permeability to nitrogen gas--Saran (polyvinylidene
chloride), and Parylene C [poly(monocbloro-paraxyly-
lene)]. Table 19 presents the nitrogen gas permeabilities
of these two materials as reported by the manufacrJrers.
Three types of laminated fiat specimens were
prepared for the standard permeability test: 0.38-ram-
thick butyl rubber sheet, the same butyl rubber sheet
coated on one s_de with a O.064-mm-thick layer of
Parylene C, and the same butyl rubber sheet coated
on one side with a 0.27-mm-thick layer of Saran latex
XD 7151.00. The Parylene C coating was applied by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and the Saran latex
was applied by painting or spraying. For the C VD
coating, the rubber sheet was placed in a room-tem-
perature vacuum chamber. The chamber was evacuated
and the Parylene C vapor was drawn through by the
vacuum pump. It took several I_)urs to apply the thin
coating. The Saran latex was painted on the flat lami-
nate specimens in several layers. After each layer was
applied, the Saran was dried at room temperature.
We determined the nitrogen gas pcrmeabilities of
the three different types of laminated films according
to ASTM D-1434-66, Method M. in each case, the
butyl rubber was placed opposite the nitrogen gas
source. The permeability coefficients of the Saran
latex and Parylene C films were calculated assuming
that classical gas permeation theory applies and assum-
ing that there is no interaction between the diffusing
gas and the laminations (see Table 19). These results
indicate, as the published data suggest, that the Saran-
coated butyl rubber makes the better narogen barrier,
being approximately two orders _f magnitude less
permeable to nitrogen than butyl rubber alone and
about one order of magnitude less permeable than
Parylene C-coated butyl rubber. On the basis of these
results, we began tests of actual pressure vessels lined
with these materials.
Polymer-Lined Pressure Vessels
Cylindrical pressure vessels, 10.3 cm in diameter
with aluminum fittiugs and 0.050-era-thick chlorobutyl
rubber liners coated with Saran and Parylene C, were
filament wound with Kevlar 49 fiber in an epoxy matrix
(see Fig. 24). Details on such filament wound vessels
have been published previously. =°. =t During winding,
the liners were supported by water-_luble salt man-
drels. Four vessels were prepared with the same winding
pattern. One vessel had both Saran latex and Parylene
C coatings, another vessel had only a Saran coating,
and two vessels had only Parylene C coatings. The
vessels were first gelled for 16 h at morn temperature
and then cured for 3 h at 90°C. Table 20 summarizes
Table 19. Nitrogen 8as permeability of various polymer liner materials.
P_rmeubtlity condant, tO '_ cm' STP.¢m/cm 2 em HI
Puhli_ed or E_tp_rim_entul Cakuhded front
Material qupplier'_ _ulu_ _alue' " e_perinwneal _alve'
._irllu ia|ex
(XD 7151.00t O.OIN to 0.042 -- 0.1.4
Pxryhrne C 0.6 -- 0._
Butyt rubber 32 26. I0 _ --
Butyl rubiwr coaled
with Pprykme (" --,- 3.7 --
Butyl rublwr coaled
with ,_urun I=te_ -- 0.37' --
•'Averallle of two runt unleqq olherwi_e re:led.
"The limitation of the e_pcr!..'._ental equipn_m ,, rem-hed at I0 ' .
'.-_qunleq that ciaqqical llaq p*.rmeation Iheor, applleq and that |;:_r¢ lq no intt.ratlion Iwtween Ihe diffuqinl gut un_ Ihe
bmlualionq.
'*l,'hll qlecimen 0( liner malerial.
".*;inllle te_.
2h
102 mr
O.5-mm-thick butyl rubber liner.
boss
Hoop wraps, 0.18 mm
wound at 90 deg
Longitudinal wraps, 0.36
wound at 12.5 dug
Hoop wraps, 0.35 rnrn wound at 90 dug
Fill. 24. IMmemudomof the lO.2-¢m-diameterpre_ure vesmel
(volume - qJ_JO- 8 cm'): thkkne_eso(coatinll are notshown.
the winding patterns and other pertinent fabrication
data; the detailed construction of each of these vessels
is shown in Fig. 25.
In the permeation tests, the vessels were pressur-
ized with nitrogen in a temperature-controlled (21 +_
3°C) test chamber. The piping and valves used in the
pressurization system were all leak-checked with helium
gas before testing. The four vessels were pressurized
to about 11.7 MPa (about 65_ of the expected burst
pres:ure based on previous vessels of the same design
but without the coatings). The vessels were then valved
off for about 4 h. Each vessel was topped off to about
11.7 MPa and valved off for the remainder of the test.
Four calibrated, bourdon-type pressure gages on the
vessel side of the i_lation valves were used to obtain
periodic pressure readings. Figures 26 through 29 show
the pressure in the vessels as a function of time, both
for the 4-h stabilization period and for the remainder
of the test. The pressure is shown in terms of percent.
age of the pressure at valve-off. The large day-to-day
pressure fluctuations shown in the figures are the result
of outside air temperature effects (see Fig. 26) on the
pressure gages. Because fluctuations in the temperature
of the vessels themselves were rather small and on both
sides of the average value of 21°C, no atteml_ was
made to correct for :emperature changes.
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Discussion
Using classical permeation theory and the perme-
ability coefficients determined from the fiat laminate
specimens, we calculated the approximate nitrogen
pressure loss through the pressure vessel walls for the
3-me period. We assumed that the fiber/epoxy corn-
Ix)site is porous and that the wall thicknesses of the
butyl rubber and coatings do not change with pressur-
ization. In Table 21, we present the results of these
calculations for the four polymer-lined vessels, for a
vessel with only a butyl rubber liner, and for a vessel
in which we assumed that only the inner Parylene C
coating is effective. These calculations neglect the
small increase in surface area that occurs with pres-
surization as well as the small differences between
the surface area of the coatings on the inside of the
liner and those on the outside of the composite. To
accommodate these factors, an average surface area
of 460 cm" was used for all calculations. For com-
parison, the actual percentages of pressure lost are also
recorded in Table 21.
it appears that vessel 3 had _me type of leak,
either a pinhole or a pressure fitting leak. A retest of
this vessel with new fittings indicated that the leakage
was caused by a faulty pressure fitting. The actual
pressure loss rates in the other three vessels were all
about the same. After the first few days, these loss rates
were very close to the theoretical prediction for the
inner Parylene C coating alone. Theoretically, vessel 4
(Saran-coated) should have a substantially lower loss
rate (sevenfold) than vessels I and 2. We conclude that
the Saran coating on vessel 4 is not as effective as the
tests of the flat laminate specimens led us to. '.pect.
The greater than expected permeation through the
Saran coating may have resulted from straining of the
coating during pressurization.
Some experimental and theoretical work was
undertaken to explore the poss|bility of strain-enhanced
permeability. In general, the experimental work re-
vealed an increase in permeability, usually less than an
order of magnitude, for strains of 53 or more. Un-
fortunately, this effect in Saran has not been specifi-
cally studied. Even if such studies had been made,
it is unlikely that the strain _tates present in the pres-
surized vessels could he determined. It is well known
that the two principal strains in the plane of the vessel
walls are on the order of I_ tensile strain=e,='; the com-
pressive strain through the wall thickness is not known.
The most important result of this permeability
study is the demonstration of a low nitrogen-pressure
loss rate in a very lightweight pressure vr:_sel. The
performance factor for this type of pressure ves_l,
excluding the boss mass, is approximately 0.200
MPa.m'_Ikg. This is in comparimn to a maximum
performance factor o' "ibout 0.170 MPa.nf'Ikg for a
Table 20. Fnbrtcntion data for the iO.2-cm-dbmel, er, c_clindrical Kevlar 49/_ressure vessels.
vessel No.
i 2 3 4
Vemel Deta
_lume, m=
Eq:e¢_l burst
_, Mh
E_mted perterum_
cempo_e
Com_ me_, 8
Fiber mass, 8
_ud_d
_/_edbud
lU_r ratio
La)ers qhtenper_d:
kq_t_
Total wiJ_g circuits:
Extra rt4aforce:_N m tlw
equator, ¢irc_U
17.9 17.9 17.9 17.9
M M $2
0._ 0._ 0.174 0.164
0..176 0.375 0.375 0..166
4q.2 45.3 4S.3 46.4
32.4 _.7 _.9 34.5
67.7 68.2 73.0 70.4
13
1.7
36-1mini, closed
642 + 4)
_noee)
8M
IM0
6O
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"E_xy system b _R _21T_ 1100/.t9 _ by w_), _ for 16 b M 21 C and cured for 3 b J m C,
hC_t_ _ known demity.
_W_ _ are the _qame ror all four vessels.
a_m b 2 _ t.y_, 4 _ layers, t_ 4 _ layers.
h:)mogeneous metal pressure vessel. Thus, thns com-
pos|t¢ pressure vessel is comparable in burst perfor-
mance to an all-metal vessel and experiences no
significant pressure loss due to leakage for more than
_mo.
Fatigue Life of Polymer-Lined Kevlar 49/
Epoxy Pressure Vessels"
ror _uay
Fatigue lives for co,nplex structures under com-
plex states of stress caqnot yet he predicted from lab-
oratory data for simple specimens. Therefore, we have
studied a typical filament wound fiherlepoxy structure
under fatigue loading, using enough ._pecimcns to
ensure statistical confidence in the result,.
We chose a 10.2-era-diameter, filament wound
pressure vessel as the test structure. We .qudied the
burst pressure and fatigue life distribution of 150 yes-
_ls. The stress failure life also was determined for a
limited number of these vessels.
Materials and Specimens
We chose Kexlar 49 as the fiber and used the
ERL 2258/ZZL 0820 epoxy system for the matrix. The
epoxy system was gelled at 60°C for 16 h and cured
at 163°C for 2 h. in earlier studies, we had character-
ized the fiber, epoxy, and composite. The typical
single-end fiber (nominally 380 denier with 280
filaments) had no finish, but had a twist of about 3
turn/re. The fiher failure stress of a typical
epoxy-impregnated strand was 3480 MPa.
The design of the 10.2-era-diameter, butyl-rubher-
lined, cylindrical pressure vessel used for these tests
is shown in Fig. 30. The vessels were prepared accord-
ing 1o the followin£ procedure. Before winding, each
spool of fiber was dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h at
82_C and at a pressure <700 Pa Over a pcri_ of about
5 wk. 150 yes,Is were wound with the same pattern on
a numerically controlled winding machine The fiher
strand was epoxy-impregnated inside a vacu,Jm cham-
her held at approximalely 650 Pa. We useu a constant
4.._-N winding tension. Other details on the I0 2-cm-
diameter vessel are given in Table 22.
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_ .-_Parylene C, 0.006 cm thick
i__l,,/,/ /xi
/ / , / ," , , / ' ,,/
_X{_>/,I'_J_R.1I_/I r.hh__r nl_'_ rm ,hl, i,,
" " ' / ' i, ,/ , / ',, I,,/ /, / -----w .... _ol _v • Vl.i _.ll,,i,_
_ _Parylene C. 0.006 cm thickComposite, 0.036 cm thick at heads,
.............. _:,_ 0.053 cm thick at cylinder
" "'__-' _--Parylene C, 0.006 cm thick
Outside of vessel
Inside of vessel
?",>9/s-_:?_:Ss:.":,_<:s":';>:_/,',h',"",;'///7
.i..> . ",';,,.'y/, 'l,,>);,'/,'_..,i
/ ",'/ "" " . . " ",'//'/_ '/ '_/,_,//,_7"//,I ' /P;.M,,>;.>.,:..>
i: : 12:
Outside of vessel
Vessel3
"----Butyl rubber, 0.051 cm thick
_saran, 0.033 cm thick
-----Composite, 0.036 cm thick at heads,
O,053 cm thick at cylinder
Vessel 4
Inside of vessel
___' ",'." _;' .' " Parylene C, 0.006 cm thick
",'./>:,'/.//,!
_;,',_/_Butyl rubber, 0.051 cm thick
i .... .... ' _ .:._- Saran, 0.030 cm thick
0.053 th ;k,t °W ,der
I_. ... %:. ._ :.. • . ,.- , ._ .-: .. ,_,.;_...,.-,, - _
- Parylene C, 0.006 cm thick
Outside of vessel
Fill. 21. Will cr_q_ q_lion_ of four v_b :died _kowln_ Ihe di_ of the Imriom ¢_Wqp reed.
"Fable21. NitroRen pre_.qureIo_qoter 3 mo for 10.2-¢m-dlimeter, polymer.lined, filament wound Kevlar
49/eFoxy pre_qure_eq,_els.
(:=dbll Ye_qel No. ('lkuled I_u, t l_m=i _ _ C¢_'__-:" i.--,
.1 layer_ olr rurylene (" l
3 layerq of IPurylmle (" 2
I layer el' ._mrm .1
I layer of.*kwm, 2 layer_ olr Ihirylene (' 4
_le ¢NIMll, bIlyl rulCber al_ cemrM
O.M I .I 1.1
O.M 2.4 1.2
t.O_! IN IIO
O.N! I I .l
6.1 -- IN
"A.cmmiq tl _ I_ _ hrylt_ (' CNIInll b elk, elite.
2q ORIGINAL . '
100 28 100
"_ _24
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Time, h Time, d
fill. 26. PerenlZlle of original nitrogen prt_un _s lime and
ambient air lemperzture _s time for vessel i: © = gage pressure,
V = temperature us r_aclat thermometer near Heise Ilalie, • =
temperature us estimated from outside air temperature 2 mi
away.
-r-_ -r,,1 1 , i w i , i w
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_ _ -
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- _ _ _--
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I,II, I i I jl i I i
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The design of the winding pattern predisposed
the vessels to fail in the hoop wraps. We decided that
control of the failure location would allow better inter-
pretation of the results. For ibis reason, the few vessels
that failed at other h_:ations ,verc no! included in the
statistical analyses.
Experimental Conditions
The vessels were stored in an air-condmoned
laboratory environment until testing. Random groups
of tnc vcs_e!s ,,_'ere pressurized internally with water-
soluble oil to determine the following distributions:
burst pressure for monotonic loading to failure, cyclic
life to failure under sinusoidal pres,_ure cycling, cyclic
life to l'ailure under rectangular pressure cycling, and
stress-rupture life to failure. A closed, loop feedback
control system regulated all pressurization tests. The
burst tests were c-onducted at a constant pressurization
rate of 115 kPa/s to failure. An electronic (strain-gaged
diaphram) pressure transducer, located atx)ut 0.6 m
from the pressure vessel, measured the failure pressure.
lO0
-_ 80
e-
60
i 40
20
' I _ ! ' I ' I ' I ' I '
--_ -
0 1 l_i c-, ,"
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Time, d
Percenhqle of orillinml niCrolen pre_qure ,q lime for
3O
100
m
r-
3 99
0
| g8
a.
97
0
|--
_ _ /--Calculated
-t "_ lossrate
I '
\
,I,I I, 1 _ I, I
2 4 0 20 40 60 80
Time, h Time, d
100
Per_entalte or orillinul nitrollen pre_qu.t _ time for
102
mm
-T-
23.4 mm
0.36-mm-thick J
butyl rubber liner
Hoop wraps, 0.45 mm-
wound at 90 deg
Longitudinal wraps,-
0.46 mm wound at 13 deg
Fig. 30. Design oftbe 10.2-cm-diameter prt_sure vessel (volume
= 950 ± 8 ¢m _) used for fatigue lesting.
Pressure was applied to one group of 25 vessels in
sinuscidal cycling at a rate of I Hz. The upper and
lower pressures were 9! and 4% of the mean failure
Table 22. Characteristics of 10.2-cm-diameter,
cylindrical Kevlar 49/epoxy '_pressure vessels.
I_erty Value
winduq
Lon_tndhmi,un_, de=
Windinll pottern
Layers (interspersing): hoop
longitudinal
Total winding circuits: hoop
Ioe_itndinal
Extra reinforcement
Compo_e I)=t=
Wail Ihkkness, ram: hoop
longitudinal
Ma_,q. I (C¥. '_)": ¢ompmme
fiber
te4al ve_qel"
Fiber content, vol_ (C% _)
13
_-band, clowd
6 (none)
4 (none), 8.0-1rnm
bandwidth
810
IMO
0.45
0.46
42.4 (2.3)
30.4 (2.3)
162
61.8 (2.8)
"Epoxy sy.qlem is ERI, 22S8/ZZI, 0028(100/34 ports by weilllM),
lelled for fib h st 6O*C and cured for 3 h at Ilkl°C.
"A_erqle of 2S _e_eis.
' Inclndinll nlumknum Ilttieq_ and liner.
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pressure determined in the burst tests. We used an
amplitude detection instrument combined with an os-
cilloscope to control the upper pressure to within
_+0.5%. For these tests, the pressure transducer was
located just a few centimeters from the pressure vessel.
We compared measurements from pressure transducers
on either side of one pressure vessel to confirm that rate
effects were not causing the pressure in the vessel to
differ from the pressure at the transducer. To verify that
no significant heating effects were caused by the test
rate, we instrumented one vessel with a thermocouple.
At the test rate of I Hz, the temperature increased less
than 5°C.
Pressure was applied to another group of vessels
in rectangular cycling at a rate of 0.33 Hz. As with
the sinusoidal cycles, the upper and lower pressures
were 91__.0.5 _,nd 4% of the mean burst pressure.
The actual pressure pulses experienced by the pressure
vessels were not perfectly rectangular. Oscilloscope
photographs of the pressure pulse experienced by a pres-
sure transducer a few centimeters from a vessel re-
vealed that the rise time of the pressure pulse was about
0.14 s and the peak pressure per cycle lasted about
1.36 s. A trace of such an oscilloscope photograph of
this rectangular pressure pulse is shown in Fig. 31.
Again, comparison of pressure readings from trans-
ducers on opposite sides of a vessel assured us that
the pressure experienced by the vessel was the same
as that at the transducers.
The stress rupture tests were performed at a pres-
sure of 91 -+0.5% of the mean burst pressure. Vessels
were first loaded to 80% of the mean burst pressure;
t
i
t._
¢1.
I I I I I I I I I
i _-13.82-
MPa
L
0.62 MPa ="
, _ , ,--_ I"_'_= 0.5 s,
Time
FII. 31. Actual slmpe of the nominally rtctiqubr preq_urv
then the pressure was increased at a constant rate, reach-
ing the 91% level in less than 5 s. Oscilloscope photo-
graphs of the pressure as applied to the vessels ensured
that there was no pressure overshoot. A continuous
plot of vessel pressure vs time verified that the pressure
remained within the designated limits throughout the
test.
All the pressure vessels tested in fatigue or stress
rupture were first proof tested to 80% of the mean fail-
ure pressure determined during the burst tests. The
test pressurization rate was 58 kPa/s. The pressure was
held at the 80% load level for 30 s, after which the
ve._.,,el was rapidly depressurized.
Results
The burst pressures for 25 vessels are shown in
Table 23. To facilitate later discussion, we have ordered
the burst pressures from the lowest to the highest. The
mean burst pressure was 15.2 MPa with a CV of 4.5%.
All 25 vessels failed in the hoop wraps. Photographs
of a vessel before failure and of two vessels after failure
are given in Fig. 32. During the burst tests, one vessel
f_ied in the head region; this vessel was not included
in the statistical analysis for the reasons discussed
above. Strain was plotted vs the internal pressure data
obtained from strain gages bonded in the axial and
hoop directions (see Fig. 33).
The number of sinusoidal cycles to vessel failure
for another 25 vessels are recorded in Table 22. We
have ranked the cyclic lifetimes from the lowest to the
highest. All of these vessels had failures originating in
the hoop wraps during cycling, except for one vessel
that failed during the first cycle and was not included
in the statistical analysis.
Table 22 also records the number of rectangular
cycles to vessel failure for a third set of 25 vessels.
In addition to tanking the lifetimes for these vessel.%
we have recorded the time spent at peak pressure dur-
ing the test. This value was obtained by multiplying the
typical time at the peak stress per cycle by the number
K_able 23. Results of burst tests and fatigue te__ts,
_ressure vessels, and computed peak stress levels of 1O.2-cm-dinmeter
Rect_r Pn_ C_ck
Sbmsoidal Pressure Cycle
time Assumed actmd peak
Burst peeuu_,r CycUc life, CycUc life, at peak stres_level,
MPa l0 s cycles 10'_cycles slress, b % of'burst pressure13.69 O.Wl
13.93 O.MI 0.000 O
0.029 I01.1
14.41 O.OI2 0.084 7
0.6t5 99.3
14.44 0.031 0.$12 O
1.030 96.0
14.SS O.OSO 0.019 0 95.8
3.440 0.1103 0.032 O 95.1
14.75 4.2311 0.M8 0.034 O
14.79 I t.NO 9.1.7
14.119 0.242 0.094 O
12.1N 03.$
14.S6 0._3 O.ISO OI2.MO 92.9
I$.N 2.740 I. IN 0
14._It 92.4
3.MO i.4m O 92.2
IS.IO 18.800 4.030 I.iO0 O 91.6
15.14 22.3410 4.690 1.800 O 90.8
1$.27 _J.M0 7.060 2.800 O 90.6
IS.M TT.log ?.IM 2.800 O 90.2
I$.M 3&M0 7.210 2.000 O
1$..10 U._ _.0
?.kiO 3.000 O ;.v.g
IS.M 95.N0 I2.MO 4,_10 O QO.O
IS.St IIM.MO t4JO0 5.64100
15.61 i_Jt.l_ 89.2
14.71J0 5.700 0 M.6
15.72 1,12.040 I9.MO 7.MO O M.O
15.72 144.0m 22.200 8.6G0 0 &],O
16.00 176.000 26.400 10.0_ 0 06.$
16. tO 193.000 45.000 I8.NO O 0&9
16.,14 200.000 45.100 18.000 O 84.6
16.M 4,10.010 _8..M0 HAM O 84.Y
"AN m _ b, (He other vessel, mug(_hJdod kmthis lit, failed N line dome at 12.27 MI%).
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Fig. 32. Photographof two typicalhoopfailedvessels(a, b) anda typicalunfailedpressun_vesselit).
of cycles to failure. Again, all 25 vessels had failures
originating in the hoop wraps. Two additional vessels
failed in the heads, one afte_ four cycles and one after
134 cycles: these vessels were not included in the statis-
tical analysis of the set of vessels.
The times to failure or test ,'ermination ill the lim-
ited stress rupture tests are 154 :,rid 235 h to failure,
and 557. 543, and 531 h _,ithout failure (test termina-
tion). The vessels that failed, failed in the hoop _,raps.
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Discussion
The results in Table 23 reveal that vessel fatigue
life at the 919i- load level depends on the wave shape of
the pressure pulse. The mean life for vessels tested
under the sinu.,_idal wave was 75 000 cycles, with a
standard deviation of 100 000 cycles. The mean life
for vessels t_:_ted under the rectangular wave was only
12 000 cycles, with a standard deviation of 15 000
cycles. Because of the large spread in the fatigue data,
the mean lifetime values are only relative. We use these
lifetimes only to conclude that vessels last approxi-
mately six times longer when pressure is applied in the
sinusoidal wave st.,ipe than when pressure is applied in
the rectangular wa_e shape Thus, we believe that the
time at peak pre,..,,ure is a significant factor in deter-
mining the fatigue life of these 'omposite pressure
vessels at high fiber stress levels.
At first, we believed that pressure vessel fatigue
life might be governed by the str,'.,s rupture properties
of the vessels. If this were so, the total time at the peak
pres.,,ure in the rectangular pulse tests would correspond
to the _tress rupture life. However, our stress rupture
data indicate ',hat this conc!u_,ion is not valid. The ves-
sels tested in stress rupture lasted much longer than is
predicted by summing the total time at peak pressure
tor the rectangular wave fatigue tests (minimum 0 h,
maximum ?1 h. mean, 4.5 h).
Hence. wc conclude that the fatigue life of the
vessels at the 91 ,'7¢load level depends on h)th the num-
ber of _tress cycles and the time at t_ak pressure during
each cycle. Because the relative influence of these two
factors is unknown, it is not clear whether the data
presented here can be extended to other wave shapes
and cyclic test rates. Furthermore, because the cyclic
lifetimes vary fifty, to sixty-fold, statistically valid
experimental determination of design data for different
cyclic conditions will require a large number of
specimens.
We have tested pressure vessels only at one high
stress level, 91%, and our data do not predict the cyclic
lifetime at lower stress levels. We did not t-.st vessels at
the lower pressure levels (e.g., 50%) which would he
closer to actual applications for such pressure vessels
because p_l_minary tests at the 80% load levei indi-
cated extremely long lifetimes. Thus, testing 25 speci-
mens at such levels woo ,_ be too time consuming and
too expensive.
To obtain some idea of how the fatigue life might
vary as a function of stress level, we made two assump-
ions. First, we assumed that the distribution of burst
pressures for the 25 vesse?s that were burst tested exact-
ly represent the distribution of expected burst pressures
for each additional set of 25 vessels taken from the
population of 150 vessels. Second, we assumed that
there was a one-to-one correspondence between the
expected burst pressure and the vessel fatigue life: i.e..
the vessel with the highest expected burst pressure was
the one with the greatest fatigue life. On the basis of
these two assumptions, the actual upper stress level
expected during the fatigue testing was calculated (see
Table 22).
Using these expected upper stress levels, we plot-
ted the cyclic lifetimes for both sinusoidai and rec-
tangular pressure cycling (Fig. 34). If the assumptions
that led to this figure are correct, extrapolation of the
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data in this figure indicates a very long vessel fatigue
life at an upper stress level of 50%.
Almost all the failures of the filament wound ves-
sels originated in the hoop wraps: the hoop wraps are
somewhat like a unidirectional composite tube that is
being stressed biaxially. Because the macroscopic com-
posite strain is elastic, we can estimate from Fig. 33
that the axial strain change (perpendicular to the fiber
direction) was about l C_ per cycle, and that the hoop
strain change was about i.5c_ per cycle. However,
the strain in the axial direction is deceiving because the
hoop composite already has cracks parallel to the fibers.
For this reason, these results could not be duplicated
by biaxially testing a simple unidirectional composite
tube for the same strain ranges.
The re,airs presented here should not be extended
to other load levels or to other strain rates without ex-
tensive testing of cylindical pressure vessels where fail-
ures originate outside of the relatively unilormly
stressed htx_p wraps. The composite vessel is not a
mfidirectkmal strt_cture in the head ret.,ion anti the stress
state here differs from that in the h,_;:_._p.raps.
Full-Scale Kevlar 49/Epoxy Pressure
Vessels with Polymer Liners ":_. .-,4
_es_l Design
In the previous expcriments,2_ _e designed and
tested four 10.2-cm-dia:neter pressure _essels lined
_ith alternating layers of rubber and polymer (Fig.,. 24
and 25). On the basis of that design, we fabricltted two
pn_portionately larger _cssels, one 20.3 cm in diameter
(approximately twice th2 size of the I().2-cm-diameter
_essel) and one 38 cm in diameter (a full-size replica
of 0he one used in the NASA tests).
T_ent)-one 20.3IOta.diameter vessels were
wound, the first three with 380-denier Kevlar 49 fiber
and the rest with 1420-denicr fiber. Both denier fibers
had conlparable tensile strengths so that the change did
not degrade vessel performance. ITch tensile tests Oll
the 1420-denier fiber/epoxy strands ga,.ean a_erage
fiber stress ,ff 3360 MPa ss 3510 MPa for the 380-
denier fiber strands.) In addition, by sgitching to the
larger denier liber, _e reduced I'abri_'ation time to le,s
than one 8-h snitt per _es,el. -Xtter _ inding and testing
eight vessels, the ",.lading pattern gas ti_ed trable 24l.
Vessels intended for perme0tion studies v_cre wound
:m Saran-coated mandrels.
Five 38-cnl-dianleter _.essels gore gound, h_ur
gith a special 4-end, 456it-denier roxint. (Fig. 3._):
the _,inding tittle _as appn_xmlatel,, I() I1 per _e,,sel.
The fifth vessel gas _,ound gith'1420-denicr liher
in 22 h. Om:e again, fib,.,r choice gas ba,,ed on the
length of winding lime Ill) h ,.s 22 hi and on tensile
Table 24. Performance and winding pattern of the rubber-lined, 20.3-cm-diameter Kevlar 49/epoxy pres.
sure _essels (0.5-ram-thick liner, 23°C test temperature).
Vessel No.
Praq_erty K I K2 K3 K4 K$ K6
Vessel Data.' K7
Burst prexsure, MPa 28.10 29.65 lx'_ked 20.13 29.72 26.34 24.82
Failure locution" K ÷ H K + H
Fiber performance, H H K H
MPa Jn:*/kg 0.443 0.436 -- 0.42 i 0.414 0.359
Composite performance, 0.384
MPa mVk8 0.330 0.333 _ 0.333 0.313
Composite Data 0.375 0.271
Composite mass, kg 0.8043 0.8404 0.8533 0.7990 0.8376 0.9309 0.8653
Fiber mas.% kg 0.$993 0.6425 0.6390 0.6324 6.63316 0.6944 0.6110
Fiber content, vol_r 70.5 72.2 7e.q 75.9 71.3
Winding _ta, 70.5 66.5
Winding ten, Jon 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.0 17.8 17.8
Longitudinal angle, deg 7 7 "_ 7 7
Hoop/longitudinal " 7 7
fiber ratio i.7 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.57
laayers (interspersing): 1.55
hoop 2048 * 12) 2648 _ 18) 2810 . 18) 2048 - 20) 16(4 _- 12) 1644 - 12) 16(4 _- 12)
Iongitudinal 14(none) 16tnone ) 164none) 164none ) 8!none )
Total _inding circuits: 8(none) 8(nouc)
hoop 8952 9341 6354 6354 2464 2624 2600
Iongitudinal 8316 9216 9216 92 i 6 2448 2592 2592
Extra r_inforcement at Hoop 80 *
the equator, circuits Helical 95 Hoop 130 Hoop 126 Hoop 30 Hoop 30
Epoxy Resin Data 'j Hoop 35 Hoop 40
(;ell cycle, h/C 16/21 -¢_q/21 18/21 18/21 18/21 18/21 18/100
Cure cycle, hl'C 3/80 3/80 3/80 3/80 2/21 2/121 3/176
'Vessel _olume a c_mstant 9.453 _ I0-' m _.
'H ,hoopfailure, F : lilting failure, K : knuckle failure.
'A -_-bando closed winding pattern _us used for all _e_ls.
'Vrhe r_'sin s)_em XD 7818/T-403 4100149p_-..-=_b_ weight) was u._'d for all vessels.
',Irenglh. (Eighl el()ngated NOI. ring,, _ere wound _ilh
1420-denier liher and etch! _,ith 4.%_)-denier m,,in_;:
the 1420-denier tiher had an a'.crage failure ,,!r-':,_, ()t
3740 MPa and ihc 45h()-denier r,)vinp had an a_,erage
failure _Ire_ t)l" 2._9() MPa. ) Table 25 li_,1,,Ihe final _'ind-
ing pallern. l_lhle 2f_stinln)arize_ the pattern design t'_r
the Ihree _es_el _i/e,, (see Fi_. 24). and Fi_J. 36 gi_es
a physical c_m)pari_,_n _)l" Ihc Ihree _izes ,_f vessels.
Ves_l Tests
]i) determine Ihe effect,, _f" ',_.'_[ing up Ihe v_..,,,,el
design, _.c fahricaled 20. "_-cm-diameler, p*dyn)er-lined
pl" ..ure vc,,,,c],, and ',uhj¢cled Ihem l() h,;rsl, permea-
li_)n, and I'ati_ue le,,ts. When _,e _,uh.jecled iO _)f lhe 21
_,es,,el,, 'a,_und I,) hur,,I le_,t_, (see Ezhh,:, 24, 27. and 2_).
several pmhlem_, were enc()un)ered. Fir,,l, Ihere _,a._
significant liner leakage _,ith f_)ur *_l lhe _e',,,els. See.
()nd. Ihe a_cra_e cl_nlpOSile perf()rnlance _,a,, Io_.
parll._ I'_.'cause end failures _ere the primar) mode ,)1
failure. The axial ,'nd hoop _lrain measurements for
_nc ol the _essels are ph)t_cd in Fi_. 37. A photograph
-f a failed vessc! _here hoop failure _as the primar_
failure n)¢)de is _i_en in Fi_. 3_.
Because _)f !he _,h_iou_ f'adure of Ihe Par_'lene C
and Saran coalings, _e made several change._ in Ihe
Illanufaclurt- and repair pr¢_'edures. This liner leakage
pn_hlem, the various attempted _oluli_ms, and the re-
sul4_, ohtained are di.,,,.'ti_,,,ed in 'he f*)llo_,ing sc¢li,)n.
We suhjecled four of the 2u.3-cm-diameler _,es-
sel,, to Ihe nilr¢)_en _as pcrmeati¢_n lest. All _e_sels
leaked I_ /er,.) pressure in just a f;:vv davy,. We lhen
fatigue cycled I'_)ur other ',e_,_.els and f'_un_! si_nilicanl
liner leakage after le,,s than 4(l cycle,,. _t,speclin_ a
lack ,)1" t,)lal cure ()l" Ihe hul)l ruhl_r liner. _c p_,,l-
,..'uteri Ihe rcmainin_ three ve_,,,eh, (*)ri_inall) scheduled
fur le,,tin_ h) ,NA._A) ;,I 12; (" I'_w 3 h. (.)ne _)1"lhe_e
_.es_,els _,a_, htlrsl lesled and Ihe _lher I_o _,erc, c)cled
I,_ 70_,: ,_l" Ihe ex_'¢led hursl pre,,_,ure..A hur,,I pressure
457 .=.
...... mm ....
1.0-ram-thick
butyl rubber liner
/ _ -208ram. _j' 380
_), m 7/ Aluminum boss
/- Water-soluble
mandrel
Fig. 35. Mandrel design for the 38-cm-diameter pressure ves-
sels.
of 27.6 MPa was obt_.:ined with no sign of liner leak-
age. The two ,:ycled vessels sur,,ived 100 cycles and 23
cycles; failure was fl_und to be caused by leakage
through the liner. The liner leakage problem was not
fully understood at this point in the experiment.
We also fabricated and bur_,t tested four 38-era-
diameter vessels. The first vessel could not be burst
because the rubber liner leaked (the liner was of poor
quality). All subsequent 38-era-diameter ve,,,sels were
coaled befi)re and after winding in an attempt to pre-
vent liner leakage. The second vc.,sel failed in the hoop
wraps at 34.8 MPa (compared to the 41.4-MPa design
pressure). The third vessel leaked excessively at 34.5
MPa; leakage was fimnd to be caused by failu:'e of the
Table 25. Winding pattern for the 38.l-cm-diam.
eter Kevlar/epoxy" pressure vessels.
Property VahJe
Winding tension, N 26.7
I.ong!;udinal angle, deg (min) 9 (_9)
Winding pattern 36-ban_, closed
I.ayers ;interspersing): hoop 2t,,,_ _ 10)
longitudinal 13 (SH * I0L _- 18Hi
Total winding circuits: hoop 2M0
Inr,gitudinal 4.t20
Extra rcinforcen'.ent at the
equator, r!_uils 56 t_voluti,)ns per end
"F.pexy system XD 7575.02/XD 70111/ERL 4205/Tonox 60.
40 (50/50/30138 part._ by weight), gelled for 88 h it 22"C and
cured for S h ,It 120'_C.
Table 26. Summary of the winding pattern design
(wall cross section) for the 10.2-, 20.3-, and 38.1.
cm-diameter pressure vessels.
Vessel diameter, em
Pattern 10.2 20.3 38.1
Thickness of butyl
rubber liner, cm 0.05 0.05 0.05
Inner hoop wraps,
cm wound at deg 0.018 at 90 0.06 at 90 0.19 at 90
Longitudinal wraps,
cm wound at deg 0.036 at 12.5 0.13 at 7 0.43 at 9.67
Outer ho.,_p wraps,
cm wound at deg 0.035 at 90 0.18 at 90 0.48 at 90
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inside liner coating at the edge,_ of the flanges on the
aluminum bosses. The fourth vessel burst a._ 35.1 MPa
with failure q_ccurring in the hoop wraps.
Because composite performance of these initial
tour vessels was low (0.212 MPa'm:Vkg), a fifth
vessel was wound using 1420 denier fiber instead of the
4560 denier fiber. This vessel burst at 32.4 MPa. A
high pressurization rate was used during this burst test
because of the leakage problem,_, and this rate may have
contributed to the poor performance of this fifth vessel.
All subsequent ve_,,cis were wound from the 4560 de-
nier fiber. The sixth vessel wound failed at 37.2 MPa.
The winding pattern for the 38-era-diameter vessel
design was fixed after this sixth vest! and four ad-
ditional vessels were wound with this pa_tern. Table 29
gives the winding pattern details and the burst test ,e-
suits of the last fi_ur vessels. The average composite
performan,.e of these last tour vessels was 0.236
MPa. m:Vkg lor a vessel volume of 43.5 × IOa cm:_:
The average burst pressure was 36.0 MPa.
The relatively low performance of these vessels is
attributed to (I) a thick-wall effect, (2) the winding
pattern, and (3) residual stresses. A photograph of a
typical vessel failed in the hoop wraps is given in Fng. 39
and the recorded h_p strains of the 15-8 and 15-9 ',es-
sels (Table 29) are given in Fig. 40. ,_,,ial strain =nea-
surements are not given in Fie l:J because erratic gage
behavior resulted in err,,':,eou, measurernents.
Liner I,c,atage Problem
The rubber/polymer, multilayered liner used
successfully in the IO.2-cm-diameter ve,,sel design
failed consistently in the 20.3- and 38era-diameter ves-
sels. In both of the larger vessel desngns, the quality ot
the butyl rubber was poor. In the early 20.3-era-diam-
eter vessels, many liners were pitted in the dome sec-
lion (Fig. -IlL We also fi)und that the butyl rubber was
not completely cured. The subsequent ,,ap_;r dep,_,,ition
of the Parylene C onto the incompletely cured rubber
resulted in a cell-like formation (see Fig. 42) with
_38-cm-diameter 20.3-cm-diameter 10. 2-cm-diameter
Fig. 36. Photograph of the 10-cm-diameter, 20-cm-diameter. and 38-¢m-dinmeter pressure veueb tested in tlds study.
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Table 27. Performance of rubber-lined, 20.3-ca-diameter Kevlar 49/epoxy a pressure vessels (0.$-mm-thick
liner, 23_C test temperature).
Vessel No.
Properly K8 K 19 K20 K21 K22 K23
_.'_-..._; Dale _,
Burst pn_sure, MPa
Fallu_ lucatioa'
Fiber performance,
MPa m:'/kg
Compm_ite performance,
MPa. m _/kg
Composite Data
Composite mass, kg
Fiber mass, kg
Fiber content, _o1%
Winding Data't
Winding tension, N
I_gitudinal angle, tier
Winding pattern
Hoop/longitudinal
fiber ratio
I,a)ers (interspersing): h_op
longitudinal
Total winding circuits: hoop
longitudinal
Extra reinforcement at
the equator, circuits
31.85 20.34 20.96 31.51 29.41 29.17
H,F,K F F F K F
0.445 0.432 0.442 0.445 0.392 0.399
0.313 0.313 0.321 0.348 0.290 0.219
0.9620 0._i& 0.8526 0.8556 0.9594 0.9553
0.6768 I;.61MI 0.6119 0.6694 0.7101 0.6907
66.4 68.4 68.5 68.4 70.0 61!..;
17.0
7
36-band, closed
1.55
1644 + 12)
8(nane)
2592
2592
pere_
"Epox) r system is XD 7818/T-403 q Iq0/49 parts by weight), gelled for 18 h at 85 C and cured for 3 h at 190 C,
"_el _clume is u con_unt 9.453 _ 10' m _.
H : hoop failure, I." _ fitting failure. K _ knuckle failure.
'°Windinp da_a are Ibe same for all six vessels.
no coating at the Ix)undaries of the cells. We deter-
mined that Val_)rization of dissolved solvents in the
rubber was the cause of this problem. The problems
with the Saran-lined vessels may have resulted from
the fact that we painted the Saran c_ating on the larger
Table 28. Averaged performance of vessels K8,
KIg, K20, K21, K22, and K23.
Property A_erage Value CV,
_e./qel Data'
Burst prep,are, MPu 29.87 5
Failure location Filling __
Fiber performance,
MP,, m '/kit 0.426 6
('ompo_,ite performanMre,
MPa. m '/kit 0,312 7
('ompo_ite I)11111
('ompo_ite ma_q, kg O.qO6q 6
Fiber ma_q. kll 0._142 6
Fiber conteng, _ol_ 611.4 2
'_._el _olume i_ • con_lang 9.453 - I0 ' m'.
mandrels; apparently, this did not give as good a coat-
ing as spray application.
Four micrographs of wall sections taken from _cs-
sels with these lin,..r problems are sho_n in Fig. 43.
The dark centermost zone in Figs. 43a and 431", is the
rubber liner of a 20.3-cm-diameter _e_,sel. The,,e t_
micr_)graphs dramatize the extent t_f the _oid_ typk'all)
found Figures 43c and 43d illm, lrate one effect ol an
inade,.,uatcly cured rubber liner: in thi,, in,,tance, the
rubbel migrated into the coml_,,ite _all of the _e_,_,el
(lO.2-cm-diameter) during comic)site curing. Post-cur-
ing the butyl ruhber l'_r 3 h :at 121 (" _till did not ,_ol_e
the problem. Static bur_l te,,ls were ,,ucce,,_l'ul hut
cyclic fatigue te,_tin C re_ulted in rapid failure in Ihe
liner,,.
Early 38-ca-diameter _c,,,,el,, could not be bur,,t
becau,,e of exce,,,,i_e liner leakage. _: tried _ariou,,
coating ,,theme,, to prevenl thi,,. The rubber liner,, of
the ,,econd and third 3X-ca-diameter _e,,,,el,, _ere
c_,ated _ilh I_o layers of Saran _,eparaled by a la._er
of flexible el_xy befi_re winding, and c-ated in,,ide
_ilh urelhane rubber after winding. Bo_h _essels ,,till
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Table 29. Performance of rubber.lined, 38.l-ore-diameter Kevlar/epoxy pressure vessels (0.102-ore-thick
finer, 23°C test temperature).
YesselNo,
Prepaw_ In? 15-8 1_9 I_10
Vessel Data-
Volume, m:j 43.$2_ 43.S25 43.$2,q 43.$2S
Burst pre-_, MPa _7.$ 35.2 36.6 34.5
Failure Iocadion" K K H H
Fiber performance,
MPa-m3/kg 0.342 0.323 0.335 _,326
Composite performance,
MPa-m:'lkg 0.247 0.230 0.2_q 0.27,3
Composite I)ma
Composite mass, kg 6.600 6.675 6.500 6.725
Fiber mass, kg 4.770 4.7492 4.7SI6 4.609
Fiber content, _o1% 68.2 67.2 69.2 44.3
".See Table 9 for vessel winding pattern.
t'H = hoop failure, F _ fitting failure, K = knuckle failure.
leaked because of f;_ilure of the inside coating ;:i the
edges of the flanges _)f the alu,,'inum bos.,_s.
We also evaluated several ::o-,:.,g systems for
their ability Io patch leaking rubber-liner vessels. All
tests were made with 20.3-cm-diameter vessels: Table
30 summarizes these results. The best syslem, based on
successful burst tests and pr_essing ease, was the
Mereco 45OI epoxy applied in thicknesses of 0.76 to
I. 27 ram.
Fil..PL Phogolraph of Ibe hoop fnilurv of a .qA-cm-diameter.
Ke_lnr 4q/epoxy prt_qure _eq_el.
By modifying the coating technique used for the
outside of the rubber mandrel and by choosing a suc-
cessful filament wingding pattern, we were able to
manufacture 20.3-cm-diameter, polym:r-lined Kevlar/
epoxy vessels that he|,'l nitrogen gas at about 50_ of
the vessel burst pressure for 3 mo with a steady state
leak rate; of less than 0.4c/i per month. Four vessels
then were fabricated in the. same way, except that the
following coating procedure was used. First, the man-
drel surface w:,s cleaned with acetone and allowed to
air dry for 2 h. "[Len. a O.OOS-cm-thick layer of XD 7151
Saran latex ,-,as app,ied, iqext, two separate coatings
of epoxy (XD 757 '_ O2/DER 732/ethanolamine, 80/20/
11.9 parts by we.gh:) were app!ied approximately 4 h
39
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Fig. 41. Photograph of the interior of the K-It, 20.3.
cm-dimneter p_,uure vessel_mwbll[ the pilted hrylene C liner. Fig. 42. Photograph of the interior of the K-9o 20.3.
ore-diameter pressure vesselshowingthe ceil-like structure of the
Parylene C liner.
apart; a total of about 50 g of epoxy was used. Another
layer of Saran latex XD 7151, 0.015 cm thick, was
applied. Finally, the vessel was painted with the epoxy
XD 7818/'!"-403.
One other change made in the vessel fabrication
procedure was that the winding tension for the first
two hoop layei's and the first longitudinal layers was
reduced from 17.8 N (normal tension) to 8.9 N. These
changes in coating procedure and winding tension al-
leviated ',he problem of coating cracking sufficiently
tha: the vessels would hold nitrogen gas at 50_ of
burst pressure. Unfortunately, these vessels all leaked
fluids at about 70"_ of the expected failure pressure
when we tried to burst them after the gas permeation
test.
On the basis of our results, we speculate that the
most likely ca_l,es of liner failure m the 20.3-era-diam-
eter vessel are (I) increase in the pressure in the 20.3-
cm-diameter vessel over thai in the lO.2-cm-diameter
vessel, (2) poor qu_,lity of the rubber liner, and (3)
cracks in the composite matrix that propagate into the
polymer !iners.
New Concepts
S_:veral new liner material systems and design
conce,)ts were studied in an attempt to solve the prob-
lems Je_rihed above. Specifically, we considered (I) a
styre,le liner with a 0.20-to-O.28-mm-thick coating of
Saran, (2) a styrene liner with a O.075-to-O.13-mm-ihick
coaFng of flexible epoxy, (3) a one-piece, 0.75-ram-thick
Table 30. Various liner coating, tested in an attempt to improve pressure vessel performance (i.e., increase
burst pressure, decrease permeability).
NO. or
Coating I_tq Suc_t_qlrul Thkkne_s
llbr_-o$145
(mheatt coolJ_l) I No
Sq_t Dow Corninf 92-009
i- UM mud P (nunh:ha) I No
;.',refltane) 2 .No
_o.,ny CTI. II/
ERL 1$IOIN,N-DMHA
(polybvtadine rumor)'" I Ye_
Iq4ert_o4501
(epoxy) 2 I_
0.13
0.g4
0.$1
0.76
1J? iql tesi
0.76 2aud tt.d
"IN/10/0.! partq I_ wellhg,
bMtmerbd m vii'raM titan dqudrnbk.
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*1
(a)
Longitudinal
Kevlar wraps
(b)
L I
200 cm
| !
200 cm
(c)
Hoop wraps
(d)
Longitudinal wraps
_ _ Fiber o
L I I I
100 cm 400 cm
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Fill. 44. Pho41qraphof an ARS-Ilned p0_e_qure_e_..Hwound with Ihe double paflern o_erwind _howinl the hoop mode of failure (_e_elfailed at ._.8 MPa).
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ABS liner, and (4) a joined two-piece, 0.75-mm-thick
ABS liner. Fiber Science Co. was contracted to supply
the ABS liners; they were not able to fabricate the
one-piece ABS liner so this concept has not been eval-
uated. All vessels tested with these new liners were
10.2 cm in diameter and were wound as described in
the previous study
The coated styrene liners gave poor performance.
Leaks developed in four vessels at pressures below 10.3
MPa. Liner cracks were evident in the tested vessels.
The general quality of these liners was poor; they
seemed to po:sess insufficient flexibility for the appli-
cation. Four addi:ional vessels with coated styrene
liners burst during pressurization at pressures below
14 MPa. The failures in these vessels were located in
the end or knuckle regions and may have or'_ginated
near the edge of the boss flange or at nonsymmetrical
regions of the liners.
Seven vessels with the two-piece ABS liner were
manufactured. The first two vessels used a single
winding pattern. One of these vessels was burst at
15 MPa for a performance factor of O. 138 MPa- m'_/kg:
failure was in the hoop wraps. The second vessel
wound with the single pattern leaked. The cause of this
I,:akage was thought to be poor alignment between the
liner halves. The last five vessels with the two-piece
ABS liner used the double winding pattern in an attempt
to improve vessel performance so we could evaluate
liner performan,:e at higher pressures. The best per-
fi_rming of these vessels burst in the hoop wraps at
36.8 MPa for a performance factor of 0.23 MPa'm:V
kg. The total vessel weight of this vessel was 148 g, of
which the liner contributed 30 g and the bosses 31 g. A
photograph of a burst ABS-lined vessel is given in
Fig. 44.
Of these new liner systems, only the two-piece
ABS liner produced a high performance vessel. These
liners, however, are heavier than the earlier polymer
liners. In addition, we did not perform any permeation
or fatigue cycling tests nor did we fabricate any larger
vessels with these new liners. Therefore, we cannot
advocate their use at this time.
Conclusions
From these studies of Kevlar fiber/epoxy pressure
vessels with various polymer liners, we draw the fi)l-
h)wing conclusions:
• The 10.2-era-diameter, cylindrical, Kevlar/epoxy
pressure vessels lined with combinations of chloro-
butyl rubber. Saran, and Parylcne C have a nitro-
gen gas pressure loss rate of less than I '_ per month
when pressurized to 63_ (about 11.7 MPa) of their
expected burst pressure at 21°C.
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• These same 10.2-cm-diametcr pressure vessels
have a composite performance factor of approxi-
m,'ely 0.370 MPa-ma/kg or a performance factor
b_._ed on total vessel weight (excepting the metal
fittings) of approximately 0.200 MPa" m'_/kg.
• Comparison of the calculated pressure loss rates
with the experimental values indicates that the
Parylene C coating may be just as effective as Saran
for reducing the nitrogen gas loss.
• The fatigue life of the Kevlar/epoxy pressure ves-
sel depends on both the number of stress cycles
and the time at peak load during each stress cycle.
• The fatigue I;fe of the Kevlar/epoxy pressure ves-
sels cycled to 91% of the mean burst pressure can
range fifty- to sixty-fold. The burst pressure of 25
vessels randomly selected from a population of 150
identically manufactured vessels has a C V of 4.5_
when all vessels fail in the same location {i.e.,
hoop wraps).
• The fatigue life of the Kevlar/epoxy vessels cycled
sinusoidaily between 4 and 91_ of the mean
burst pressure at a test rate of I Hz is about six
times longer than the life for vessels cycled with
a rectangular prc:,sure cycle at a test rate of 0.33 Hz.
• Scaling up of the 10.2-era-diameter, polymer-lined
Kevlar/epoxy pressure vessel was not successful
because of a persistent problem with liner leakage.
• Of the new liner concepts tested, the two-piece
ABS liner with a double pattern overwind was a
limited succes:,. This liner g_ve good perfi_rmance
without leakage during pressurization. However
the ABS liner was tested only in a 10.2-era-diam-
eter vessel and no gas permeation or fatigue cycling
tests were performed.
• Liners of pure Parylene C le_. Styrene liners were
of poor quality and were not flexible enough, re-
sulting in leakage during pressurization.
• At the present time, there is no proven polymer
liner system that offers the required low permeabil-
ity and high flexibility
• Nonleaking polymer liners are three times as thick
as successful titanium-liners. Hence, there are no
significant weight .,ivings in using polymeric ma-
terials. The lack of consistency of the ix)lymer
liners as leak-free systems also indicates that with
present technology, they ;_rc unreliable.
• In addition, polymer liners are of limited use be-
cause they only prevent the permeation of nitrogen
gas. They do not successfully meet the cyclic lilt:-
time requirement. However, recent fatigue results
with thin titanium liners indicate that sufficient
fatigue life can be obtained.
• Because the present polymer liners mu,,t be thi,:ker
than metal liners to be impermeable to nitrogen
gas, any possible weight saving is cancelled. Also.
polymer liners do not meet the fatigue lifetin ._
requirements. Thus the major reasons for using
polymer liners in composite pressure vessels are no
longer valid.
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